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Summary
Magnetic bearing systems are protected by auxiliary bearings to prevent 
damage to the laminated core by the high speed rotor during system failure. 
In the event of the contact, a high speed rotor will induce localised frictional 
heating on the inner surface of the auxiliary bearing. This energy dissipation 
process takes place over a short period of time and the surface tem perature rise 
may be sufficiently high so as to reduce the life-span of the auxiliary bearing.
Research has been undertaken to investigate the therm al and thermoelastic 
behaviour of the auxiliary bearing when subjected to various contact conditions. 
The governing equations are fully uncoupled, and thus the therm al and thermoe­
lastic analyses are carried out separately. Thermal Green’s function solutions for 
hole and annular problems are developed for instantaneous sources. Solutions in 
direct Fourier series form are poorly convergent for short timescale analysis due 
to the singular nature of the Green’s functions. This is improved by implement­
ing the half-space therm al solution to remove the singular behaviour. The final 
form of the Green’s functions consist of analytical half-space solutions together 
with a well-converged Fourier series remainder solution.
A general annular thermoelastic solution is developed using Fourier expan­
sions and a state-space approach. Two boundary conditions are considered, i.e. 
rigidly and resiliency mounted outer boundaries. The solution is improved using 
a remainder function for the thermoelastic annular problem.
The Green’s functions are then applied to several contact problems, typical of 
those likely in realistic magnetic bearing systems. The results show th a t localised 
material melting is possible at higher operating speeds. The consideration of 
rolling element or rigidly mounted bush auxiliary bearings is quantifiable in terms 
of different tem perature rises. For thermoelastic deformation, a simple model is 
used to investigated the thermoelastic growth of an imperfection when subjected 
to repeated contact and continuous forward rubbing.
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Active magnetic bearings (AMBs) use electromagnetic force to provide non­
contacting, friction-free levitation in rotating machinery. These features allow 
high-speed applications without friction and wear. Furthermore, no lubrication 
system is required hence AMBs can be incorporated into systems th a t are sensi­
tive to contamination. Figure 1.1 shows an active magnetic bearing system test 
rig with the rotor coupled to a motor. There are two AMBs with two rolling el­
ement bearings (B,E) embedded in the housing. Components A, C, D and F are 
bronze bush bearings. An active magnetic bearing system comprises three dis­
tinct parts: the magnetic bearing (figure 1.1(c)); the controller/interface system 
(figure 1.1(d)); and the auxiliary bearing (figure 1.1(e)). The physical structure 
of the magnetic bearing part is similar to th a t of an electrical motor. The sta­
tor iron core is wound with coils, in which electric current is fed to generate an 
electromagnetic field to levitate the rotor. The electronic control system is used 
to position the rotor by altering the electric current in the coils. It incorporates 
the power and control electronics with signal conditioning prior to calculation of 
compensating forces, and issues commands to the power amplifier for each axis 
of control. The auxiliary bearing is used to support the rotor when the machine 








Figure 1.1: (a) Active magnetic bearing system test rig; (b) Schematic diagram 
of the test rig: bronze bush bearings (A,C,D,F), rolling element bearings (B,E) 
and sensors (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) ; (c) Eight-pole magnetic bearing; (d) Electronic 





ure. It allows the rotor to be run down without damage to the rotor itself nor 
to stator components, such as the iron core, seals etc. Typically, the clearance of 
an auxiliary bearing is half of th a t of the magnetic bearing. The most common 
types of auxiliary bearings are rolling element bearings and bushings. Details of 
the theoretical knowledge for the design of AMBs are provided in [1].
1.1 Rotor Dynamics
The use of magnetic bearings in rotating machinery applications enables high 
speed operation since the rotor is levitated without the usual wear and heating 
problems associated with passive bearings. Thus the designs of compressors, 
vacuum pumps, centrifuges, generators, and gas turbines have benefited through 
gains in efficiency and power density. However, magnetic bearings have limited 
load capacity and may suffer from occasional fault conditions. To protect a 
magnetic bearing from rotor-stator lamination contacts, auxiliary bearings are 
incorporated into the system to limit the shaft motion.
An analytical study of thq dynamics of interaction for a rigid and balanced 
rotor-bearing was carried out by Schweitzer et al. [2]. Their study considers the 
dynamic behaviour of the rotor/auxiliary bearing under sliding modelled with 
a Coulomb friction law. Generally, the sliding contact motion between a rigid 
rotor and a rigid bearing can be categorised into conical and cylindrical modes. 
For most of their work, they assumed the rotor to undergo cylindrical mode 
motion with a sliding condition. High dissipation power, which is associated with 
thermal and wear problems was noted. Further investigation of similar issues was 
undertaken by Schweitzer and Fumagalli [3, 4], Different stator materials, such 
as carbon graphite and beryllium bronze were investigated experimentally under
3
various rotor dynamic conditions.
Ishii and Kirk [5] proposed a theoretical formulation to examine the tran­
sient response following dropping of a flexible rotor onto auxiliary bearings. The 
transient response of rotor rotating at full speed caused excessive dynamic load­
ing and high amplitude rotor vibration. If the destructive motion of the rotor in 
backward whirl takes hold, the rotor displacements and contact forces increase 
to levels th a t damage the machinery. Rotor drop tests carried out by Kirk et 
al. [6] suggest tha t the velocities of the inner race of an auxiliary bearing and 
the bearing cage determine the auxiliary bearing performance, particularly with 
regard to ball/roller element skid, which induces excessive heating and premature 
failure. Ramesh and Kirk [7] developed a computational FEA model to analyse 
the steady state response of AMB machinery and compared their results with 
experimental da ta  published in [6]. These modelling techniques were extended 
for the transient analysis of rotor drop [8]. Similar work on rotor drop transient 
analysis was conducted by Kirk [9] with parameters appropriate to a full scale 
compressor.
The studies on rotor drop have greatly enhanced the understanding of 
the dynamics of rotors supported by auxiliary bearings. However, most of the 
papers assume the input torque of the rotor is cut off if the magnetic bearings 
fail. On the other hand, Lawen and Flowers [10] conducted an investigation into 
the dynamic behaviour of a flexible rotor system supported by linear spring-like 
bearings and an auxiliary bearing with clearance. Their research focused on the 
influence of the coupled shaft/bearing/housing vibration modes on the rotor dy­
namic behaviour. Wang and Noah [11] conducted a steady state analysis of the 
dynamic interaction of a rotor in contact with an auxiliary bearing. The sys­
tem was subjected to imbalance excitation, gravitational and side forces. Sets of 
nonlinear dynamic equations and auxiliary bearing design param eter guidelines
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were presented. Lawen and Flowers [12] also performed a similar investigation to 
gain a better understanding of the rotor dynamic response and to devise suitable 
guidelines for the design of auxiliary bearings. W ith regards to magnetic bear­
ing systems most studies do not consider the options for restoration of position 
control. The work reported in [13, 14, 15] focuses on the problem when control 
force is available.
1.2 Mechanical Contact
The dynamic behaviour of a rotor in an AMB system is governed by shaft 
flexibility, auxiliary bearing stiffness, damping, mass, unbalance, location of the 
auxiliary bearings and clearances. Recent research, undertaken by Cole et al. 
[16], considers the influence of contact on rotor dynamic behaviour, which in­
cludes the interaction mechanism and the bulk heat dissipation in the auxiliary 
bearing. Their research involved analysis of the energy transfer between the rotor 
and the bearings. The energy transfer between the two components may be influ­
enced by the rotor dynamics, the contact mechanism and the material properties. 
Theoretically, the system equations can be solved and fully understood by cou­
pling in all of these factors. However, this involves highly complex and non-linear 
analysis. Generally, the most common failure of an auxiliary bearing is due to 
heating effects induced by the combination of physical loading and friction forces.
Johnson [17] gives a comprehensive overview of the range of contact prob­
lems. A more relevant guide for the contact problem in a rolling element bearing 
system is presented in [18]. Most of the analyses are based on an elastic half­
plane condition, i.e. for small contact area. On the other hand, they ignore the 
contribution of the physical geometry and boundary conditions of a body and
5
hence the theories are not fully complete. A general review and discussion on 
the forces of contact together with their relationship to the material, mechanical 
properties of the contacting bodies and geometry are given by Adam [19].
1.2.1 Hertzian Contact
Hertzian contact theory, which gives the solution for the frictionless contact 
of two elastic bodies of ellipsoidal profile, is a well known and widely used theory 
in contact mechanics. A brief review on Hertzian point/line contact theories was 
published by Tripp [20]. The article by Tanaka [21] improves the efficiency and 
accuracy of the contact pressure in Hertzian elliptical contact problem by using 
numerical integration instead of the elliptical integral methodology of [17]. A 
more practical consideration of the use of Hertzian line and point contact theory 
in bearing systems was studied by Houpert [22]. He simplified the relationship 
between the normal contact load and the normal deformation, which is always re­
quired for the study of bearing and gear contact problems. This was achieved by 
eliminating the reference depth param eter corresponding to zero local displace­
ment. His following paper [23] considers the contact problem of a bearing and 
gear system, which involves evaluation of contact forces, moments, deformation 
and race/roller misalignment. Most of the numerous studies on contact mechan­
ics have focused on the solution of particular contact problems to understand the 
phenomena and mechanism in practical contacting systems.
6
1.2.2 Frictional Contact
The contact between a rotor and bearing system is always associated with 
friction. This mechanism will take place whenever relative motion of two surfaces 
occurs. If the loading rate is sufficiently slow, it is possible to  assume th a t the 
system is quasi-static, so th a t the inertia effect can be neglected. The simplest 
friction model uses the Coulomb representation. Comninou and Dundurs [24] 
presented some simple examples associated with Coulomb friction. C attaneo’s 
[25] technique is a well-known procedure solving a contact problem with partial 
slip using a Coulomb friction model. Here the surface is subjected to a constant 
normal force along with monotonically increasing tangential traction initiated 
from zero to a limiting level for a general three dimensional Hertzian contact 
between similar materials. If the tangential traction crosses the limiting friction 
threshold, sliding will take place. C attaneo’s procedure was further improved 
and generalised by Ciavarella [25] and Jager [26], independently. Both of them 
showed tha t the shearing traction distribution, which satisfying both equality 
(within contact area) and inequality (outside contact area), is comprised of a 
superposition of limiting friction distribution and opposing distribution. The op­
posing distribution is known as a corrective shearing distribution in [25], which 
is equal to the product of coefficient of friction and the normal pressure distribu­
tion corresponding to the stick zone, i.e. smaller value of the normal load. This 
hypothesis was further used in several examples of C attaneo’s contact problem to 
give explicit solutions [27], which involves reduction the partial slip problem to a 
superposition of frictionless normal contact problems. Solutions for more general 
loading scenarios have been established by Jager [28] using similar procedure.
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1.2.3 Dynamic Instability
Recently, a phenomenon associated with quasi-static frictional problems, 
known as the dynamic instability, or friction-induced vibration, was reported by 
Ibrahim [29]. This mechanism is a major concern in a wide variety of mechanical 
systems, especially for braking systems, where friction is a potential cause of 
vibrations, noise, and excessive wear. Other works relating to dynamic instability, 
include Adam [30, 31] on sliding of two elastic half-spaces; McMillan [32] and 
Michaux et al. [33] using single degree freedom modelling; Cho and Barber [34] 
for three-dimensional two degree of freedom contact; and Becker and Oden [35] 
and Baillet et al. [36] for direct numerical solution.
1.2.4 Contact w ith Asperities
The studies on frictional contact using Amontons-Coulomb friction laws are 
based on single asperity contact between two surfaces. In fact, a real surface is 
not entirely smooth microscopically and the contact is generally take place near 
the asperities of the rough surface. Greenwood and Williamson [37] discovered 
th a t the contribution of the asperity of a surface can be neglected if the asperities 
have a statistical distribution of heights. Many other studies on rough surfaces 
contact have been undertaken, e.g. Bush et al [38], Chang et al. [39], Zhao et 
al [40], and Kogut and Etslon[41]. Further exploration on the effect of surface 
roughness to thermoelastic responses have also been conducted recently, e.g. Liu 
and Wang [42], Lin and Ovaert [43] on two-dimensional sliding rough surface 
contact; Ciavarella et al. [44] on two dimensional rough surface contacts with 
thermoelastic instability (TEI); and three-dimensional analysis by Liu and Wang
1.2.5 Numerical M ethods
The finite element method (FEM) is a powerful tool for solving contact 
problems due to its highly adaptive nature for complex geometrical shapes. The 
m ajority of studies utilise Lagrange multipliers [46, 47, 48, 49] or penalty function 
methods [50, 51] to impose the constraints at the contact surface. Recently, 
the boundary element method (BEM) [52, 53, 54] has emerged as a powerful 
computational engineering tool as it offers lower computational time and requires 
boundary discretization only. Another interesting approach by Guyot et al. [55] 
combines FEM-BEM to evaluate displacements by FEM and later method for 
stresses by BEM for a spherical contact problem.
1.2.6 Green’s Functions - Elastic and Therm oelastic Anal­
ysis
Ju and Farris [56] were the first to introduce the Fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) technique into contact analyses to evaluate the linear convolutions for the 
dry contact problem, i.e.
/oo X ( r ) G { t - T ) d r  (1.1)
■OO
where y( t ) is the linear convolution of X{t )  and G(£), and G(t ) is a unit impulse 
response, also known as the Green’s function. The same technique was employed 
in their study on the thermoelastic problem on moving heat sources on a elastic 
half-space boundary [57].
The fundamental point force elastic solutions for full three-dimensional space 
have been derived by Kelvin [58]. Boussinesq and Cerruti [59] also presented the
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point force solution for an elastic half-plane, where a normal force was applied 
on the surface boundary. Meanwhile, Mindlin’s [60] solutions provide insight of 
elastic behaviour for point force acting inside an elastic half-space. For the two- 
dimensional problem, Flamant [17, 59] was the first to develop the stress function 
due to line loading on the surface boundary of an elastic half-plane. This was 
followed by Muskhelishvili [61] using the complex variable method to solve the 
same problem. The complex variable method is a useful tool for developing 
theories of elasticity without having to determine the stress function. Sokolnikoff 
[62], Stevenson [63] and Thompson [64] also provide details of the procedure for 
deriving complex potentials in two-dimensional elasticity.
The study of a concentrated force in an elastically embedded disk was inves­
tigated by Dundurs [65]. The disk was embedded in an unbounded elastic plane. 
The problem was solved by obtaining the proper Airy stress function. Addition­
ally, the solution for the disk with a free boundary was also presented, suitable 
for any disk system subjected to concentrated forces and moments in equilibrium. 
Hanson and Wang [66] investigated the elastic responses of a three-dimensional 
body under ring loadings. Both half-space and full-space applications were con­
sidered in their study. The solutions were obtained by directly integrating the 
fundamental point force solution around the circumference of the ring.
The Green’s functions for a static point force in an annular region were 
developed by Worden and Keer [67]. Two types of annular region were inves­
tigated, namely an annulus with the inner boundary as a free surface, and an 
annulus with inner boundary bounded to a rigid inclusion. They employed the 
complex variable method discussed in [61] to form the equations for stresses and 
displacements in terms of Kolosov potentials. These potentials consists of three 
terms. Firstly, the singular solution for a point load in an infinite plane. The 
other two are the reactive singular potentials for the sources corresponding to
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the origin and the non singular potential, which describe the boundary condi­
tion associated with the annular problem. A similar approach was carried out 
by Chao and Tan [68] to solve the annular problem subjected to a point heat 
source. This was a steady state thermoelastic analysis solved by using the com­
plex variable method. The expressions for stress and displacement components 
relating to Kolosov potentials are similar except th a t an extra potential function 
representing the tem perature field is also included. The heat source was applied 
within an annular region, where outer and inner boundaries were assumed to be 
isothermal. The tem perature function was expressed in terms of a tem perature 
potential consisting of a singular potential and a power series describing the de­
sired boundary condition. Their research was based on study of Chao and Shen 
[69], who formulated two distinct types of solution for the circular hole prob­
lem. The first type is for the point heat source applied on the infinite plane with 
circular hole and the second type is for the point heat source inside the inclusion.
The steady state thermoelastic problem for a half-space subjected to a 
steady state unit strength point tem perature source was studied by Sternberg 
and McDowell [70] using Green’s theorem. A classical work using transient ther­
moelastic Green’s functions was published by Barber and Martin-M oran [71]. 
They utilised the Flam ant point force solution together with the hoop stress, 
which is induced by a unit impulse line heat source on a plane, to obtain an 
equal and opposite surface pressure by means of the linear convolution theorem. 
The pressure was then superimposed with the original stress field to give a stress 
free surface condition. Difficulties were encountered in determining the stress 
field within the elastic half-space due to the constraint imposed by the Flam ant 
point force solution while calculating the offset pressure. Therefore, only dis­
placements for various distributions of transient surface heating were presented. 
The displacements and surface stresses induced by a moving heat source over a
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two-dimensional half-plane surface were also investigated by Barber [72] using 
Green’s functions developed in [71]. A similar work on developing Green’s func­
tion displacement was again conducted by Barber [73] using a potential method. 
His later work with Azarkhin [74] overcame the difficulties in [71] by means of 
the complex variable method. Other literature on frictional heating thermoelas­
tic analysis including two-dimensional sliding contact is given by Yevtushenko et 
al. [75, 76] and thermal analysis by Pauk [77]. The two-dimensional frictional 
heating rolling contact problem is considered in [78] and the three-dimensional 
point heat source thermoelastic transient analysis by Liu and Wang [79]. Most of 
these results are based on the knowledge of heat conduction th a t is systematically 
presented by Carslaw and Jaeger [80].
Surface tem perature rise due to moving heat source applied to a surface 
of a finite or infinite body was studied extensively in tribology by Blok [81]. 
The tem perature is given in terms of a linear convolution expression, where the 
controlling param eter is the Peclet number, Pe = va /2^ , where u, a and k are 
the sliding velocity, half-length contact zone and therm al diffusivity respectively. 
Tian and Kennedy [82] analysed the tem perature rise at the sliding contact in­
terface for a coated semi-infinite body using integral transforms and the finite 
element method. Their following publication [83] studied the rise of surface tem ­
perature with different Peclet numbers and various heat source profiles. They 
also presented the heat partition coefficient between two contacting bodies expe­
riencing uniform square heat source in terms of Peclet number. They noted th a t 
the tem perature distribution for large Pe  tends to the two-dimensional solution 
of the high sliding case. Gao et al. [84] presented a transient flash tem perature 
model for three-dimensional rough surface contacts and employed FFT  technique 
to solve the heat partitioning problem.
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1.2.7 Thermoelastic Instability
Frictional contact between elastic surfaces takes place in various engineering 
application such as clutches, gears, brakes etc. The nominal uniform pressure 
distribution becomes unstable if the relative velocity is higher than a critical 
speed [85], when hot spots will develop on the deformed surface. This coupled 
thermal and mechanical phenomenon is known as thermoelastic instability and 
was investigated by Barber [86] experimentally for a braking system. Thermoe­
lastic analysis has been conducted by various authors [87, 88, 89, 90] on stability 
analysis and practical consideration of engineering applications [91, 92, 93].
1.3 Scope of this Research
The purpose of this research is to bring attention to issues tha t are asso­
ciated with the rotor/auxiliary bearing contact problem. The thermal heating 
and elastic distortion arising from contact dynamics has received little attention 
in the open literature. It is conceivable tha t the limited life of auxiliary bearings 
may be due to thermoelastic distortion of races and rolling elements. A first step 
toward assessing the level of this effect is the evaluation of contact temperature.
A brief investigation of the dynamic interaction between rotor and an 
auxiliary bearing is conducted in chapter 2. It provides a guide to the nature of 
the contact forces and periods, which are the governing factors in the therm al 
and thermoelastic contact analysis.
Chapter 3 describes the mathematical approach to obtain the fundamental 
solution due to unit impulse heat source subjected at the inner boundary of a
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hole/annulus. The problem is solved using the Laplace transformation, Fourier 
series and the Bromwich contour integral (inverse Laplace transform). Moreover, 
the singular nature associated with the therm al Green’s functions as time t —> 0 
is examined analytically.
Chapter 4 introduces a technique to remove the singularities in the annular 
therm al Green’s function. This is achieved by subtracting the annular solution 
with the half-space thermal Green’s function and leaving a remainder function. 
The remainder function has a well converged Fourier series th a t also retains in­
formation on the thermal boundary condition. The explicit half-space solution 
is then reinstated to give a complete solution. In Chapter 5, a general annular 
thermoelastic solution, which is expressed in Fourier series representation, is de­
veloped using the State-Space technique. The annular therm al solution obtained 
in Chapter 4 is then implemented into the thermoelastic solution to give the 
thermoelastic Green’s function due to an instantaneous unit heat source on the 
inner boundary. A similar approach as introduced in Chapter 4, is implemented 
in Chapter 6 to improve the poorly convergent Fourier series representation of 
thermoelastic G reen’s function. The half-plane thermoelastic Green’s function is 
obtained from the work of Barber and Martin-Moran [71] and modified to cover 
both the plane stress and plane strain conditions.
Chapter 7 focuses on the practical application of the developed Green’s 
functions. The dynamic heat distribution subjects to the inner boundary of a 
bush bearing is derived based on Hertzian contact/non-Hertzian contact theories 
and Coulomb friction laws. The therm al investigation is further extended to a 
moving heat source, which is useful for analysing the rotating inner race problem. 
The contact of a steel rotor and bronze bush bearing is also investigated in the 
thermal analysis.
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The rise of tem perature in the bearing determines the therm al expansion 
of the body. Chapter 8 conducts investigations on the thermoelastic responses 
of a bush bearing subjected the heat-flux developed from Hertzian contact the­
ory. Two boundary problems are considered, i.e. rigidly and resiliently mounted 
bearings. A mechanistic model is built to  investigate the thermoelastic growth of 
the bearing imperfection subjected to cyclic rub contact. Chapter 9 presents the 




Dynamic Interaction of Bearing and 
Rotor
2.1 Overview
In this chapter, the dynamic interaction of a rigid rotor with a resiliently 
mounted auxiliary bearing is investigated. The dynamic analysis was carried 
out using Simulink, and was modelled using a single input and single output 
model (SISO) together with a proportional-integral-derivative controller (PID 
controller). Several interaction scenarios are presented to provide an idea of the 
magnitude of the contact force and period subjected to auxiliary bearing.
2.2 Force Components
Consider a simple rotor/AM B dynamic model. Figure 2.1 shows a rotor 
section in contact with a resiliently mounted auxiliary bush bearing. The bearing 
is considered to be mounted with a resilient component, such as an elastomeric 
ring, to provide spring (k3b) and damper (qj,) effects. The normal contact force 
is defined by f c and assuming tha t a simple Coulomb friction law applies, the
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Figure 2.1: Rotor forces due to contact with auxiliary bearing.
frictional force is /.i f c. The absolute displacement of the auxiliary bearing in a 
fixed reference frame is (xb, yb) while that of the rotor is (xr,y r). The rotor will be
cr is the radial clearance. The non-linear contact force/displacement relation is 
then given by [94],
where E\ and are the modulii of elasticity of materials 1 and 2, respectively; 
V\ and V2 are the Poisson ratios of materials 1 and 2, respectively. Equation 
(2.1) was stored in a data array corresponding to variables (5r — cr, f c). The 
intermediate values were estimated using curve fitting method, i.e. interpolation 
or extrapolation (built-in block “lookup table”).
in contact with the auxiliary bearing if 8r = y j (xr — Xb)2 +  (yr — Vb)2 cr» where
(2 .1)
where lb is the length of the auxiliary bearing and E * satisfies
1 _  1 — v j  1 -  v \
fi7 =  Ei £ 2
(2 .2)
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Figure 2.2: Magnetic bearing control axis using opposing pole pairs.
Figure 2.2 shows the control circuit connect to an AMB. A standard model 
for an eight-pole radial magnetic bearing in a differential driving mode is used in 
this study. The bearing forces, including a simplified saturation limit, are written 
as [1],
*r n .  u f ,  f(Vo ( V & - V y 2 M  
A - , -  ^  tanh \  \  (c z)2 (cm -  /  (2'3)
where Vo and Vc are the reference and control voltage respectively; km and kf 
are the magnetic bearing force coefficients; z = —x r or — yr, and it is taken that 
cr < cm, where cm is the rotor/magnetic bearing clearance. Control of rotor in 
each axis is achieved using a PID (Proportional, Integral and Derivative) feedback 
law on the rotor displacements (xr,y r), which are assumed to correspond with 
the measurement signals.
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2.3 Dynamic Equation of Motion
The equations of motion for the auxiliary bearing are
m bx b +  cdbx b +  ksbxb =  f c cos 9 -  f i fc sin 9 (2.4)
m byb +  cdbyb +  ksbyb = f c sin 9 +  \ i fc cos 9 (2.5)
For rotor dynamic behaviour,
m rx r = f mx — f c cos 9 +  f i f c sin 9 +  m reQ,2 cos(Qt -f 4>) (2.6)
mrVr = fmx ~  fc sin $ — Hfc cos 0 +  rnreQ2 sin(f2t -f (jf) (2-7)
which include unbalance forces. Static forces on the rotor are considered to be 
compensated by the integral control action and are thus omitted. The initial 
conditions are,
s&(0) =  yb{ 0) =  x b{0) =  yb{0) =  0
Xr (0) — %r0 ) 2/t(6) — 2/rO
i r (0) =  V co s f i  , 2/r (0) =  Vsin/3
where the velocity V  is applied at an angle of incidence (3 relative to rc-axis shown 
in figure 2.3. These conditions could be considered as arising from external base 
acceleration. The position of the rotor (xr , yr) and the movement of the auxil­
iary bearing (x b,y b) were evaluated using equations (2.4-2.7). These utilised a 
Simulink built-in Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration method to produce solutions 





Figure 2.3: Initial velocity of the rotor is applied at an angle of (3.
2.4 Case Study of R otor/A uxiliary Bearing Inter­
action
The rigid rotor model was built based on a turbomolecular pump system 
and the rotor/auxiliary/magnetic bearing data are as shown in Table 2.1. The 
magnetic bearing PID parameters were chosen to give a linearized radial damp­
ing of around lM N /m  and linearised radial stiffness of around lkNs/m. With 
these parameters, the expected steady synchronous response of the rotor without 
auxiliary bearing contact is a near circular forward whirl orbit of radius close 
to e =  0.2mm. To estimate a possible impact velocity, suppose that the rotor 
is unrestrained and experiences a constant acceleration across the full clearance 
circle:
V = (2.9)
If a = 10m/s2 and Cr = 0.5mm, then V = 0.14m/s. This value could be varied to 
suit expected conditions. To induce rotor/auxiliary bearing contact, the initial 
velocity was selected at V = 0.2m/s with initial rotor position (a:r (0), ?/r (0)) =
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(—cr ,0), just touching the auxiliary bearing.
Table 2.1: System data for case study.
In p u t P a ra m e te rs V alue
Rotor mass, m r 20 kg
Radius of rotor, rr 19.5 mm
Unbalance eccentricity, e 0.2 mm
Young’s modulus, E 2 x 109N /m 2
Unbalance phase, </> 0 rad
Bearing mass, rrib 0.1 kg
Inner radius of bearing, r^ 20 mm
Outer radius of bearing, 22 mm
Auxiliary bearing length, 4 6 mm
Resilient mounting viscous damping rate, c* 1 x 104 Ns/m
Resilient mounting stiffness, ksi> 2 x 108 N /m
Rotor/auxiliary bearing radial clearance, Cr 0.5 mm
Rotor/m agnetic bearing radial clearance, cm 0.8 mm
Coefficient of friction, (jl 0.1
Rotor angular speed, f I 1000-3000 rad /s
This section presents several scenarios of the rotor/auxiliary bearing by changing 
the system parameters.
2.4.1 Angle of Incidence, (3 =  —135°, 135°
Figure 2.4 shows the system response for an angle of incidence of (3 = —135° 
with a rotor speed of lOOOrad/s. The rotor maintains contact for three bounces
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and then loses contact. In the fixed reference frame (figure 2.4), the rotor is 
seen into settle in the expected forward whirl orbit. The contact force levels 
remain below 6kN. The angle of incidence was then changed to (3 = 135°. Figure 
2.6 indicates increased interaction between the rotor and auxiliary bearing. In 
the fixed frame (figure 2.6), the rotor settles into a steady forward circular rub 
mode. The contact force behaviour of figure 2.7 shows that multiple bounces 
occur with a peak levels exceeding 40kN before continuous rub occurs with an 
eventual steady state of around 15kN. The residual oscillation on the steady level 
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Figure 2.4: Rotor motion in fixed frame. Initially (xr (0), yr (0)) =  (—cr ,0), V 
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Figure 2.5: Contact force response on auxiliary bearing. Initially condition, 
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Figure 2.6: Rotor motion in fixed frame. The initial condition was set to 
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Figure 2.7: Contact force response with initial condition (xr (0), yr (0)) =  ( ~ cr , 0), 
V =  0.2m/s and (3 =  135°.
2.4 .2  V ariation  o f A u xiliary  B earing  Stiffness and D am p in g  
C oefficient
Figure 2.6 shows tha t the rotor deflections due to the bounce motion 
may be close to the rotor/m agnetic bearing clearance circle. However, for large 
auxiliary bearing deflection, the mounting stiffness characteristic will be non­
linear and increasing. The value of the mounting stiffness was therefore increased 
ksb =  4 x 108N /m  and the contact forces are shown in figure 2.8 (H =  lOOOrad/s). 
Rotor bounce motion is more severe and persistent (figure 2.9) with peak levels 
almost reaching 55kN. W ith all other data as for figure 2.6, increasing the damp­
ing rate to =  2 x 104Ns/m  resulted in fewer contacts, settling into a rubbing 
mode at 15kN and peak forces around 35kN.
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Figure 2.10: Rotor contact force responses (data changes from figure 2.7: Cdb — 
2 x 104N/m ).
2.4 .3  V aria tion  o f R otor Sp eed
The rotor speed in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 was lOOOrad/s. Figures 2.11 and 
2.12 show the rotor trajectories at speeds 2000rad/s and 3000rad/s respectively, 
with all other data  as for figure 2.4. Both figures show th a t the increase of 
rotor speed induces more severe rotor motion and higher contact forces associate 
with higher rotor deflection, which exceeds the rotor/m agnetic bearing clearance. 
However, the rotor motion can be constrained to be within the rotor/m agnetic 
bearing clearance by configuring the parameters properly. Figure 2.13 shows the 
rotor motion in a fixed frame operating at fI = 3000rad/s, the auxiliary bearing 
stiffness and damping coefficient being set to 1 x 107 and 5 x 104 respectively, 
/3 =  —90° with initial velocity V  =0.14m /s. The rotor maintains contact for 
three bounces (figure 2.13) and then loses contact settling to forward whirl orbit. 
The peak contact force is around 43kN.
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Rotor motion
Figure 2.11: (a) Rotor motion in fixed frame; (b) Rotor contact force responses 
(data changes from figure 2.4: Q = 2000rad/s).
Figure 2.12: (a) Rotor motion in fixed frame; (b) Rotor contact force responses 
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Figure 2.13: (a) Rotor motion in fixed frame; (b) Rotor contact force responses 
(data changes from figure 2.4: =  3000rad/s, ksb = 1 x 107N /m , Cdb = 5 x
104Ns/m, V  =  0.14m /s and /3 = —90°).
2.4 .4  A ltern a tiv e  C onfigurations
The dynamic simulation results indicate tha t a range of contact force 
levels is likely depending on the initial and operating conditions. Table 2.2 show 
the peak forces corresponding to various initial and operating conditions. The 
friction coefficient values // =  0.1, 0.2 are typical for a lubricated bush bearing. 
However, the friction coefficient would be higher for dry conditions. In this case, 
backward rotor whirl may be initiated. To avoid this problem, rolling element 
bearings are commonly used. As the inner race of such as bearing spins up to 
the rotor speed, the effective friction seen by the rotor is decreased. Hence the 
values of fi =  0.1, 0.2 used in Table 2.2 are also equivalent levels for a typical 
rolling element bearing during dynamic contact periods. Table 2.2 shows that 
with increase of rotor speed and coefficient of friction, it is easy to induce rotor 
deflection greater than  the rotor/m agnetic bearing clearance. An expanded view
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of the force response of figure 2.7 is shown in figure 2.14. It is seen tha t the 
response is similar to a positive half-cycle of sineo^t where is the contact 
frequency equal to  7r/tp and tp is the contact period.
2.5 Closure
A rotor/m agnetic bearing/auxiliary bearing model has been established 
using SISO control with PID parameters. The dynamic interaction between the 
rotor and the bearing is a complex phenomena, and it is governed by the bearing 
stiffness, damping, unbalance, clearances and initial conditions. Operating pa­
rameters, such as contact forces and period, were predicted, which are essential 
information for any therm al and thermoelastic analysis. The dynamic response 
of the contact force for a single contact event was found to be similar to positive 
half-cycle of a sine curve profile.
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(xlO 4) P V  (m/s) fcmax (N) tp (s) Comment
P I 1000 2.0 1.0 0.1 -135° 0.2 5500 0.0009
P2 1000 0.2 1.0 0.1 -135° 0.2 2600 0.0015
P3 1000 2.0 1.0 0.1 135° 0.2 42000 0.0010
P4 1000 4.0 1.0 0.1 135° 0.2 53000 0.0008
P5 1000 4.0 1.0 0.1 -135° 0.2 6200 0.0006
P6 1000 2.0 1.0 0.2 -135° 0.2 11000 0.0010
P7 1000 2.0 1.0 0.2 135° 0.2 180000 Exceed cm
P8 1000 0.2 1.0 0.2 135° 0.2 7900 0.0020 Exceed cm
P9 2000 1.0 1.0 0.1 -135° 0.1 24600 0.0011
P10 2000 1.0 1.0 0.1 -135° 0.2 23000 0.0010
P l l 2000 1.0 1.0 0.2 -135° 0.2 24000 0.0012
P12 2000 2.0 4.0 0.1 135° 0.1 36000 0.0009
P13 3000 1.0 5.0 0.1 -90° 0.1 45000 0.0006
P14 3000 0.1 4.0 0.1 -135° 0.2 36000 0.0009
P15 3000 0.1 4.0 0.1 -90° 0.2 40000 0.0008
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Figure 2.14: Closer observation of contact force in figure 2.7. Note tha t the 
dynamic contact profile is similar to a half-length sinusoid.
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Chapter 3
Green’s Function For Auxiliary 
Bearing Thermal Analysis
3.1 Overview
In this chapter, it will be shown how to develop the transient tem perature 
integration kernels for a circular hole in an infinite plane and an annular region. 
The Green’s functions for thermal transient analysis is the fundamental solution 
for a unit instantaneous heat source in a given body with a specified boundary 
condition of zero heat flux. It allows determination of the solution to  other 
boundary and initial conditions in terms of definite integrals. For two-dimensional 
transient analysis, it represents the tem perature at (r, 6) a t time t due to an 
instantaneous unit line source generated at position (r', O') a t time r ' . Direct 
solutions are already available from the Carslaw and Jaeger [80]. However, it will 
be shown th a t these forms are limited in terms of accurate short time behaviour. 
The methodology to overcome these limitations is explained.
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3.2 Laplace Transformation
The Laplace transform is a useful tool for solving linear ordinary differential
equations, such as the heat conduction equation, which will be discussed in the
following sections. The Laplace transform C is defined by,
poo
£  [/Ml (s ) =  / f ( t )e~ sidt = f ( s )  (3.1)
Jo
Standard results include,
£  [/'(*)] (s) =  s7(s) -  /(0 )  (3.2)
and the inverse Laplace transform from the Bromwich integral,
1 rc+ioom  =  2- j cioo 7(s)estds (3.3)
where all singularities of f ( s )  lie to the left of Re(s) =  c.
3.3 Two-Dimensional Line Source for Circular Hole 
in Infinite Plane
This section presents the derivation of the therm al solution of circular hole 
problem subjected to a unit instantaneous line heat source (lW /m s). The reader 
is referred to a standard text such as Carslaw and Jaeger [80] for basic results.
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3.3.1 Solution for Region Bounded Internally by Circular 
Hole
Let (r, 9) be the polar coordinates in a region bounded by a circular hole 
and infinite plane, (r* <  r < oo, 0 < 9 < 2ir). At time t = 0, an instantaneous 
unit line source is applied at the point (r,0) = (ri} 0). For a fixed region, the 
therm al Green’s function, which is denoted by T chole (r, 9, £), satisfies the general 
heat conduction equation,
1 fYT
v2 T g "°“ = K ~ i i r  {3-4)
In this case the heat liberated may be w ritten as,
^ b ho/■kn
dr
= 6(t )6(0)  (3.5)
r=ri
where 6 (9) and 8 (t) are the Dirac-delta function impulse at 9 = 0 and t — 0 
respectively. The condition (3.5) indicates tha t the boundary behaves adiabati- 
cally after application of the heat source. Taking the Laplace transformation of 
equation (3.4) with respect to time,
+ r dr  +  -  « T c “ * "  Tc-  (r> tf>'0) =  °  (3'6)
If the initial tem perature is zero Tchole (r, 9 ,0) =  0, equation (3.6) can be solved
as a Fourier series in the circumferential coordinate:
oo
fn *  (r. 9. ■«) = £  ^  ei”9 (3-7)
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where
2 d2TGnhol- d T tr
dr2 + -  (n 2 +  V )  T gu^ u =  0 (3.8)
The tem perature must decay to zero as r —> oo, therefore the general solution for 
equation (3.8) can be w ritten in term  of Bessel functions as,
T anh<„' = B n(s)Kn ( \r )  (3.9)
where A =  y/s/K.  The boundary condition of equation (3.5) is satisfied by taking,
Hence,
rp   K n (^r ) / n i p
Gnhole 2irk\riK'n (Ar;) 1 }
Therefore, the tem perature response of the circular hole problem in the Laplace 
transform domain can be written as,
W r , M =  t  { ^ J S u x n ) ) ^  <3'12>
3.3.2 Inverse Laplace Transformation for Circular Hole Prob­
lem
The Fourier coefficients of the tem perature response given in equation 
(3.11) can be transformed to the time domain by means of the Bromwich contour
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c - i d
Figure 3.1: Bromwich contour for inverse Laplace transformation with a possible 
branch point at the origin. For the circular hole problem, the effect of the branch 
point is zero as e —► 0. The contributions of AB and JK are also tend to zero as 
R —+00.
integral,
( - 5 ^ ) * “ *  ( 3 ,3 )
The contour (see figure 3.1) maybe completed in the left half of the complex 
plane. In general, the branch cut contribution yields the following form,
1 rc-\-i oo
/  f n ( X r ) e stds
2?T2 J c—too
p oo
/  f n ( r v e ^ ) e ~ Kv2tdv
m  J 0 \  J'------------------ v------------------ '
Integration along the positive phase of the branch cut (DB)
+  -  I™ fn { r v e - ^ ) e - ™ Hdv
7TI J 0 \  )
(3.14)
Integration along the negative phase of the branch cut (HJ)
dv
2 k  T [  /  7ri \
= -----7 Irnag f n rue 2
m  Jo L V
— KV2t .
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Derivation of the Bromwich contour integration results (3.14) is shown in Ap­
pendix A. Therefore, equation (3.13) can be reduced to,
1 2 k  f ° °  
Tc" - (M ) =  - 2 ^ x - / o Imag
K n ( r v e  2*^
v e *2 nK 'n  ( r ive™^
~KVtvdv





f i rz \ 7 T I  n ~
r v e  2 1
2
7ri \
r v e  2 I K n - \ - i
7TZ \ m ~ n
r v e  2 j
2
-H™ (vr )
( r v e  2 ^ +
n
( r v e  2*^
K r ( r v e  2 ^
H n h  iVr)
Therefore, the relevant form to evaluate tem perature is 
T G nhole (r ,t)
1 2 K f ° ° Tx —  x / Imag
Jo27rk 7n
H i 2) (v r )
WiH^h (vn) -  nH¥} (vn)_(2)
r KVtvdv
Since H n   ^ (x) =  J n  ( x )  —  %Yn  (x),  it can be further deduced th a t 
T G n h o le  ( r i  0
= JL  x f ° °  ^  (VTi) Yn (vr) ~ Jn (v r K ~KvHv d v
2 n k  7n  Jo 4>l ( v n )  + (v r i )
1 2K f°° 4>n (x) Y n  (xrj) -  7pn (x) J n  (xrj) _0 2
~  7,—;—  x  —' I ------- ,o , \----------- , 0 , ,------------e M xax2nkn m  J0 <t>i (x) +  tpp (X)
where rj = r /r i  >  1, dimensionless time function, [J =  ftt/rf , and
<t>n (X) =  xJn+1 (X )  -  t l j„  (x)








Thus the tem perature response of the exterior region bounded by the circular 
hole is
oo
T a „ .  (t, A, 0  =  E  ^  *) ^  (3'21)
n= —oo
3.3.3 Thermoelastic Properties and Input Parameters
The parameters correspond to a standard stainless bearing steel, X105CrMol7 
(EN 10088-1:1995), which is normally used in SKF roller bearings. The dimen­
sions were taken from the auxiliary bearing th a t was used in a turbomolecular 
pump test rig. The bearing properties and the input param eters for the therm al 
and thermoelastic analysis are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Table 3.1: Elastic properties of stainless bearing steel for therm al and thermoe­
lastic analysis.
P ro p e r tie s V alues
Density, p 7700 kg/m 3
Modulus of Elasticity, E 200 x 109 N /m 2
Poisson ratio, v 0.283
Yield Stress 1280 x 106 N /m 2
Thermal Conductivity, k 15 W /m K
Heat Capacity, cp 460 J/kgK
Typical Melting Point 1400 K
Thermal Expansion Coefficient, a e 11 x 10"6 K "1
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Table 3.2: Parameters for inner race of auxiliary bearing.
In p u t P a ra m e te r M a g n itu d e
Inner radius - annulus/hole 20 mm
Annulus outer radius 22 mm
Outer radius for circular hole problem 00
W idth of inner race 6 mm
3.3.4 Graphical Presentation of the Solution for Circular 
Hole Problem
This section provides visual results for the circular hole Green’s func­
tion solution evaluated using equation (3.21) with a truncated series consisting 
of 50 harmonics. A maximum of 50 harmonics was chosen due to limitations of 
the M atlab software relating to Bessel function evaluation. The integration in 
equation (3.20) was achieved using the M atlab built-in function “quadl”, which 
requires a finite upper limit. Figure 3.2 shows the variation of the integrand 
in equation (3.20) corresponding to the integrating variable x  a t different time 
points. It can be seen tha t the integrand decays exponentially to zero for large 
values of x  w ith known (3 = Kt/rf  > 0. Therefore, the upper limit of the inte­
gration can be set to a finite value, i.e. 1000 for this particular problem. TGnhoie 
was stored as a three-dimensional data  array corresponding to  (n, r, t) prior to 
the full model simulation. The size of the array is (50 x 25 x 50) corresponded to 
50 harmonics, 25 evenly distributed radius (r* < r <  0.04) and 50 exponentially 
decay distribution of time points (0.001 <  t  <  2s). The estimated CPU time for 
the data  storage process was up to 4 hours with a 2.4GHz processor. A built-in 
curve fitting function “interp2” was used to estimate the intermediate values and 
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Figure 3.2: Variation of the integrand of equation (3.20) corresponding to inte­
grating variable, x.
Figure 3.3 shows the temperature distribution in the region at t = 0.5s 
of a stainless bearing steel material with a hole of 0.02m in radius. The basic 
input parameters and thermal properties of the bearing stainless steel are given 
in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The temperature contour plot clearly shows th a t the 
contour lines approach the circular boundary with normal intersection, which 
is consistent with the adiabatic boundary condition, i.e. d T /d r  = 0. Figure 
3.4, shows the circular boundary temperatures corresponding to different time 
points with identical input parameters. For short timescale analysis, oscillatory 
temperature behaviour is observed owing to the poor convergence of the Fourier 
series. In fact the series representation of (3.21) must diverge at (0, t) =  (0,0) 
due to the singular nature of the Green’s function, which will be discussed further 
in a later section.
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Figure 3.3: Contour plot of the circular hole solution at t = 0.5s. Contour 
lines approach the inner circular boundary with normal intersection, which is 
consistent with the zero heat flux condition.
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Figure 3.4: Inner boundary temperatures corresponding to different time points, 
t — 0.05s, 0.1s, 0.3s, 0.5s, Is for the circular hole problem.
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1Figure 3.5: Region bounded by two concentric circular contours. Instantaneous 
unit heat source applied at (r,0) = (r*,0), at t =  0. Both inner and outer 
boundaries comply with adiabatic conditions.
3.4 Two-Dimensional Line Source for Annular Re­
gion
The solution for an annular region can be obtained by following a similar 
procedure as for the circular hole problem.
3.4.1 Solution  for Annular R egion
Consider a region bounded by two concentric circular contours (Figure 3.5), 
where (u  < r < ro,0 < 6 < 2n). At t = 0, an instantaneous unit heat source 
is applied at (rj,0). Both inner and outer boundaries must satisfy adiabatic
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conditions, which can be expressed mathematically,








Taking the Laplace transform and Fourier series expansion of equation (3.4), and 
solving the heat conduction equation (identical to equation (3.8)). The general 
solution is
T g (r, s) =  B n{s)Kn (Ar) +  Cn(s)In (Ar) (3.24)
where K n and In are the modified Bessel functions. Laplace transformation of 
the inner boundary condition with respect to t yields,




Bn(s)K (A ri) +  C„(s)/;(Ari) =  - 2-7T kr^X
(3.26)
Similarly, for the outer boundary condition,
— 2irrnk dTGna
dr
=  0 (3.27)
giving,
Therefore,
Bn{s)K'n (Ar0) +  Cn(s)I'n (Ar„) =  0 (3.28)
B„(s)
Cn(s)
1 v I'n { \r0)
s\
2nk riXAn (A) 
1 K ( ^ 0)





A n (A) =  K'n (An) I'n (Ar0) -  I'n (An) K'n (Ara) (3.31)
Subsequently, the transformed solution for the annular region subjected to in­
stantaneous unit heat source is,
t - n «  l  ^  ( - K n (Ar) I'n (An) +  /„ (Ar) K'n (A r .) \
- (r’*■t] =  ----------------- 2AnA„(A)----------------- J e (3-32)
n  —  _  '
3.4.2 Inverse Laplace Transformation of Annular Problem
The technique for obtaining the inverse Laplace transform of the annular 
solution (3.32) using Bromwich contour integration still applies. However, in this 
particular case, the Bessel functions terms possess poles along the negative real 
axis, together with a branch point a t the origin. Although, mathematically, this 
issue can be resolved by using the Residue theorem, each pole must be located 
numerically. However the combination of poles and a branch point singularity 
complicates matters.
To overcome this problem, an angular ratio is introduced into the inversion 
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Figure 3.6: Bromwich contour for inverse Laplace transform ation of annulus solu­
tion. The ratio 7 , must be chosen to be less than unity to  bypass the singularities 
along the negative rr-axis.
The poles are avoided on the contours BD and JH on which it is appropriate to 
change the variable according to
s =  Kv2e ^ { (3.33)
where 0.5 < 7  < 1. When 7  =  1, the outcome is identical to equation (3.14). 




— /  f n{ \r )estds 
'R1 Jc—ioo
^  { L  e^ +" 7} xdx  (3.34)
+  lim J  f n (^J^-elQt2r  ) e£el6ti£el9d0
contribution from the contour around the branch point
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where
,  , ,  , - K n{ \ r ) I ’n{\r„) + In(\r)K 'n( \ r 0)
U X r )  -  (3"35j
The Fourier coefficients for the annular solution can be then expressed as,
1 2 k  
G nannulua(r >0 -  2^/1 X ^ 2 X
r /*oo
Imag |  /o (j]eJ^L ^  ePx2e™y+in,y \ x dx  
0 N (n =  0) (3.36)
7T7
+  '
vl ~  1.
J  Imag j / n (rjxe^^  e/3x2el’r7+*7r'>'j x dx  (n  ^  o)
where j3  =  Kt/rf ,  and 
/„  ( ^ e ” 7' 2)
_  (r}xe"'>/2) I'n (»)0a:e"7/2) +  /„ (r/.Te"''/2) (ri0xe " ' ,/2) (3.37)
~  x e ^ P & n i x e ^ / 2)
where 77 =  r/r*, r]0 = r0/ri  and,
An ( x e ^  = K'n ( x e tJP j  I'n (x e ^ 2) K'n ( r j o x e ^  (3.38)
Hence, the Green’s function for the annular problem is,
OO
T g ^ ,  (r, e,t)  =  X] (r, t ) ^ e (3.39)
n = —00
Figure 3.7 shows the variation of the integrand of equation (3.36) with respect to 
the integrating argument x  corresponding to 7  =  0.75, 7  =  0.85 and 7  =  0.95 re­
spectively. The input parameters are similar to the circular hole thermal analysis 
with the outer radius, rQ = 0.022m. Although the variation with 7  is obvious, 
evaluation of the integrals in (3.36) must yield a results th a t is independent of 7 . 
This is evident from figure 3.8. The dotted line shows the difference between the
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solution evaluated using 7  =  0.75 and 7  =  0.95.
 7  =  0.90
- - 7  =  0.85
7  =  0.80
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Figure 3.7: Variation of the integrand of equation (3.34) with respect to the 
integrating argument correspond to various angular ratio, i.e. 7  =  0.75, 7  =  0.80, 
7  =  0.85 and 7  =  0.95. Although all three 7  give different curves, the final 
outcome of equation (3.36) independent of 7 .
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Figure 3.8: The dashed line represents the temperature (left axis) at t =  Is at the 
inner boundary when subjected to an instantaneous unit line source at t =  0. The 
solid line represents the difference (right axis) between the solutions evaluated 
using 7  =  0.75 and 7  =  0.90.
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3.4.3 Graphical Presentation of the Solution for Annular 
Problem
Figure 3.9 shows the variation in the integrand in equation (3.36) corre­
sponding to the integrating variable x. An exponential decay of the integrand 
was noted and the upper limit of equation (3.36) was set to 1000 in the M at­
lab modelling. The storage process of TGnannuiua took up to 6 hours due to the 
higher accuracy required for the oscillatory behaviour of the integrand. The size 
of the array was identical to the circular hole problem, i.e. (50 x 25 x 50) with 
U <  t < r0. It took 20-30 minutes to run a full model analysis.
Figure 3.10 shows the contour plot of the temperatures at time points, 0.1s 
and 0.5s. The contour lines clearly show th a t both boundaries are consistent with 
adiabatic conditions as they approach the both inner and outer boundary with 
normal intersection. Figure 3.11 shows the inner surface tem perature at five dif­
ferent time points (0.05 — l)s. For short timescale analysis, oscillatory responses 
can be observed owing to the singular nature of Green’s function, which will be 
discussed in the next section. The comparison of the circular hole and annular 
region results show th a t similar tem perature arise over short timescale, as shown 
in Figure 3.12. However, for long time periods, after heat has propagated, the 
annular tem perature is higher than the circular hole tem perature, as expected 
(Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.9: Variation of the integrand of equation (3.36) corresponding to inte­
grating variable, x  with various harmonics at t = 0.001, O.Ols.
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Figure 3.10: Contour plot of the annulus tem perature at t = 0.1s and t = 0.5s. 
The tem perature is localised initially. Since the system is adiabatic, the heat is 
retained in the body. Eventually the tem perature would settle to a permanently 
increased body temperature.
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Figure 3.11: Temperature rise at the inner boundary of the annular region at 
various time points. The oscillations visible at 0.05s and 0.10s are due to the 













Figure 3.12: The inner boundary temperature rises for the circular hole and 
















Figure 3.13: Inner boundary temperatures of annular and circular hole problems 
at t = 0.55. The annular temperature is higher than the circular hole temperature 
due to heat being retained in an finite body and tha t boundary conditions are 
assumed adiabatic.
3.5 N ature of Thermal G reen’s Functions for Cir­
cular Hole and Annulus
The singular nature of Green’s functions results in poor convergence of the 
series representations of the solutions, particular when t is small. This implies 
that a large number of harmonics is required for short timescale analysis. The 
following subsections illustrate the singular nature of the solutions.
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3.5.1 Singular Nature of Green’s Function for Circular Hole
The solution of line source acting on the inner boundary of a circular hole 
in in an infinite plane is governed by the term  (see section 3.3.2),
= (3'40)
Short timescale analysis is asymptotically related to large s behaviour. The 
asymptotic expansion of each individual Bessel function for large argument gives,
2Ar  ( 8 Ar 2 (8 A r) ‘
+ ° ( ^
K (Xr)  ~  -  ( l  +
2Ar  ( 8 Ar 2 (8 A r) ‘
+°'^
2AreAT l -  P +  3
-^n (A r) V 7r [  8 Ar
. (^ ~  1) (^ +  15) — 2 (fi + 3)'
2 (8 A r ) 2 ' ~ V ^ 3
where n = 4n 2. Hence the Fourier coefficients can be w ritten as,
T  U  ^ e~A(r~ri) g  , ( j i - \  »  +  3 \  1




+  / (a. -  1)(m ~ 9 )  _  2 ( ^ - 1 ) ^  +  3) (
\  r 2 r r ;
( / r - ! ) ( / *  + 1 5 ) - 2 ( p  +  3)2\  1 + Q n
rf y  2(8A)2 V^3
The leading term  is indicative of [95, page 246] ,
r o ^ . ( r , t ) ~ ,  f K r-t (3-45)znkriV'Kt
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as t —> 0. This behaviour is valid for all harmonics. Figure 3.14 shows the 
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Figure 3.14: Variation of the Fourier coefficients (77 =  1) of the circular hole 
solution as t —> 0 since they are governed by term the 1 / \ f t  for short timescale 
analysis.
3.5 .2  S ingular N atu re  o f  G reen ’s F un ction  for A nnular R e­
gion
The Fourier coefficients for the temperature response of the annular region 
must possess similar asymptotic behaviour to the circular hole problem at r  =  
ri for short timescale analysis. The governing term comprises of two types of 
modified Bessel functions, namely K n{x), which decays exponentially to zero as 
x  —> 00, and /n(^), which increases exponentially as x  —»• 00. The governing term 
from equation (3.32) is
„  - K n(Ar) (Ar.) +  /„ (Ar) (At-.) „
T c “ (r’S) = ---------------- 2Arj A„ (A)------------------  (3'46)
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Expanding each Bessel function term asymptotically for large s gives [96, page 
377],
^n(Ar) ~  eXr n  -  1 [ (fi -  1 )(/x -  9)
y/2ir\r { 8Ar  2(8Ar):
1
+ ° .  A3
/;(A r) ~  e^ l \  _  /^ +  3 ( / i - l ) ( / x + 1 5 )
I  8 Ar 2 (8A r ) 2
+0,i
It follows from (3.16), (3.17), (3.47) and (3.48) with r = r*, tha t
—  1 g A ( r o - r i )  _|_ g —A(r0 —t»)
T Gnannulua(r, s) ~  2irk\ri * eA(ro-ri) -  e - A(r° - ri)





27rkXri 1 — e—2A(r’°—ri)
as s —► oo. Hence [95, page 246],
T Gnannulua ~  (3-50)I'Kkriy'Kt
as £ —> 0. Therefore, the singular nature of each Fourier coefficient of the annular 
problem is the same as for the circular hole. Figure 3.15 shows the responses of the 
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Figure 3.15: Fourier coefficients of annulus solution (77 =  1) with respect to time 
correspond to various harmonics.
3.6 Closure
Transient thermal analyses for instantaneous line sources applied to cir­
cular hole and annular regions have been studied. Both cases were solved using 
the Laplace transform and Fourier harmonics together with adiabatic boundary 
conditions. The Fourier series are poorly convergent at short time scales. In fact 
the Fourier harmonics behave asymptotically as 0 (1  /y /t)  as t —> 0 at the point 
source. If the line sources are to be applied in a meaningful and efficient manner 
to rotor/auxiliary bearing contact problems, the convergence problem associated 
with the current representations needs to be overcome.
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Chapter 4
Use of Half-Plane and Remainder 
Solution for Improved Short 
Timescale Convergence
4.1 Overview
In Chapter 3, the poorly convergent representations of the line source solu­
tion are not efficient for analysing short time responses associated with localised 
rotor/auxiliary bearing contact problems. This chapter proposes an effective ap­
proach to overcome the stated problem by utilising the half-plane solution to 
capture the singular nature of the full-plane solutions.
4.2 Half-Plane Solution for Instantaneous Line Source
The tem perature distribution is highly localised around the instantaneous 
line source for short durations, and decreases rapidly in intensity with distance 
from the heat source. Therefore, the tem perature can be expected to approximate 
of the half-plane tem perature solution over short times.
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4.2.1 Statem ent of Full-Plane Problem
This subsection illustrates the derivation of a full plane solution subjected 
to an instantaneous unit line source at the origin (x \  y') = (0,0) at t = 0. It is 
well known [80], but its derivation is shown here for later consideration. For the 
two-dimensional transient problem, the tem perature distribution for full-plane is 
axis-symmetric. Hence, the heat conduction equation can be reduced to,
d2T  l_dT_ _  ldT_ _  n
dr'2 r' dr' k dt
Taking the Laplace transform with respect to time,
d2T  l d T  s —
dr12 + r 'd r '  k ~   ^ ^
Since the tem perature decays to zero as r' —> 0, the general solution is,
T ( r \ s )  = B K 0(Xr') (4.3)
where A =  y j s / k and K$ is the modified Bessel function with zero order. The 
tem perature gradient in radial direction is,
=  —BXKi(Xr') ~  (4.4)
as r' —> 0. Suppose th a t the line source emits unit heat per unit length, instan­
taneously at t = 0. By integrating over a cylinder of radius r' th a t surrounds the 
line source,
&  I  ( ^ - k ^ r ^ j r ' d > p  = 2-KkB = l  (4.5)
Hence,
B = ^ k  ^
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and the transformed tem perature is,
T (r ' ,s )  = ^ K 0(\r ')  (4.7)
Taking the inverse Laplace transformation gives [95, page 283],
(48 )
4.2.2 Half-Plane Case
Consider the shaded half-plane as shown in Figure 4.1. The plane boundary 
{x' = 0) must be adiabatic. Note th a t the full-plane solution (4.8) satisfies a 








1 -i!l. (  2 r ' \ x '  n
4rifete (4'9)
1 _ ri f  2 r ' \ y '  n
----------g  4n t  J ------------- I   — 0
Airkt \  4K,t J  r'
(4.10)
If a unit instantaneous line heat source is applied to the surface of a half-plane and 
the surface remains adiabatic, the full-plane solution is simply doubled. Therefore 
the Green’s function tem perature response, Teh , for the half-plane is
TGA(r' ’ f) =  2^ e ' :"‘
(4.11)
In the Laplace transform domain,
T ah(r',s) = — K 0( \ r ’) (4.12)
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Figure 4.1: Global (r, 6) and local (r \  ip) coordinate systems correspond to full- 
plane and half-plane regions respectively.
4.2.3 Coordinate Transformation of Half-Plane Solution
The half-plane solution (4.11) is stated in a local coordinate system, i.e. 
(r', <^ ), and needs to  be transformed to a coordinate system used for the circular
hole and annulus problems. Referring to Figure 4.1, r'2 =  r 2 +  r 2 — 2rr' cos 0 and
equation (4.11) gives,
1  r ? ( l + r j 2 - 2 T 7 C O S 0 )
™ ' t) = 2M e'  (413)
where 77 =  r/Vj. Using the summation theorem for Bessel functions [97, page 
979], it is possible to express
00
t fo (A r ' )  =  Y ,  U * n ) K n ( \ r ) e ine (4.14)
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Therefore the half-plane solution also has the form,
OO 1 o o




r Gta(r, s) =  4 ; / „ ( A n ) ^ n(Ar) (4.16)
7rk
4.3 Concept of Remainder Function
The half-plane solution takes no consideration of the physical geometry 
and the boundary conditions associated with circular region. However, it is use­
ful in evaluating the localised thermal response of a body for short timescale 
analysis. The concept of a remainder function is to yield the correct adiabatic 
boundary conditions th a t are not satisfied by the half-plane solution. The general 
mathematical expression for the remainder function is contained in
oo




/ c M , t ) =  Y ,  fan(r ,t)e ine (4.18)
TI — — OO
is either the circular hole or annular solution and
OO
fc h { r ,0 , t )=  ^  fGhn(r,t)etnd (4.19)
n ——oo
is the half-plane solution. The convenient feature of the remainder function is 
tha t the half-plane term can be replaced with any kind of expression without
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changing the final outcome, fc-  It offers great flexibility in choosing the most 
appropriate half-plane term for the system. However, the half-plane term  must 
remove the singular nature of f c  effectively.
4.3.1 In-Depth Study of Remainder Function
This subsection provides the derivation and the in-depth understanding of 
the remainder function. In sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, it has been shown th a t the 
singular nature for short timescales of the circular hole and annular line source 
solutions can be inferred from the transformed solutions for large s. The Fourier 
coefficients for the circular hole problem in the Laplace transform domain are 
given by (see equation (3.40)),
r p  /  \     K n  ( ^ Q _ / . r \( \ \
G n»„Jr,s) -  - 27rJfcArjjK7(Ar.) (4'2°)
The asymptotic expansion of equation (4.20) for large s is given in equation 
(3.44). For the half-plane solution given in equation (4.15), it is noted th a t for 
large A,
~  ( S ?  {■ -  2(8A , y  s>*°(i)} (421>
~ { 1 + w + ' " w i r y ” +'0 ( h ) } <“ >
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where fx = i n 2. Thus, the Fourier harmonics of equation (4.15) for large s can 
be approximated asymptotically by,
T Ghn(r,s)  =  - ^ I n(Xr i )Kn(Xr)
2(^ -  l )2 | (M-  1)(/x -  9 )\  1 | Q / 1
rri r2 J  2(8A)2 \A 3
The difference between the circular hole and half-plane Fourier harmonics is,
T Gnhole(r> s ) ~ T Ghn(r, S)
=  ( 4 '2 4 > 
e - A( r - r j )  f i r  8 ( M -  1)  8 ( ^  +  3 )  I 1 0 / n i
2nk \y /rr i  \  2Xri rri ri 2(8A)2 \ A3/ J
Taking the leading term on the right hand side of equation (4.24), the remainder 
function Fourier coefficients for short time are governed by the term  ,
£_1 { “ 4 wkr?Jn  ' ^ 5 —  } =  | erfc ( v ^ f )  (4-25)
where 77 =  r / r»  and erfc(a;) is the complementary error function. Since the leading 
term  on the right hand side is now 0 ( l / s )  and independent of n, the deduction 
is tha t
r^ Gnhoie{rii^) ~  TGhn{riit)  ~  ~ ^ k r 2 (4.26)
as t —> 0 for every n.
Repeating the process of removing the leading term  from the right hand 
side of equation (4.24),
T GnM'( r ,s ) -T c h n ( r , s )  ( l  -  — )  ~  2n k\^F F i { (2 V J5 +  °  ( ^ )  } 4^ '27^
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as s —> oo, for —n  <  arg s <  ir. Yet again,
T o n ^ .{ r ,  s) -  T ahn{r, s) ( l  -  —  +  ~  2 ^ k Q W i ' °  ( a 5)  ^ ' 28^
as s —» oo, for —7r <  arg s < n.
The removal of higher order terms from the right hand side of equation (4.28) 
could be continued. On inverting the Laplace transform, the benefit of removing 
the higher order terms would be improved short timescale representation of the 
harmonics components. However, higher order singularities are introduced into 
the left hand side of equation (4.28) at A =  0, which would result in larger long 
timescale behaviour in each harmonic component. To address this issue it is 
observed from (4.28) tha t
1 _  2 A ^  +  ( 2 A ^  ~  +  • • ■ =  1 -  1 +  2\ n  (429 )
Hence, it eliminates the singular response at A =  0. Therefore, equation (4.28 ) 
reduces to,
T a ^ ( r ,  s) -  W r , , )  ( l  -  • O ( 1 )  (4.30)
as s —> oo, for —7r < arg s <  7r.
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4.3.2 Remainder Function for Circular Hole Problem
Based on equation (4.30), the Fourier series representation of the remainder 
function, TcRhole in the Laplace domain can be expressed as,
TGRk« '(r , 6, s) =  2 2  s) -  T Ghn{r, s) ( l  -  1 +  2 Ar )  )  e'"" (4.31)
n-oo  ^ \  * /  J
The inverse Laplace transform of the first term  of the Fourier coefficients in 
equation (4.31) is given by equation (3.20). The second term  is,
W r , s )  ( 1 -  I ? L - )  =  L /b ( W n ( A r )  ( l  -  ' (4.32)
Equation (4.32) may be inverted using equation (3.14) together with
In (vre  =  inJn(vr)
K n ( v r e ^  = - ^ i ~ nH ^ \ v r )
(4.33)
(4.34)
Thus equation (4.32) can be written as,
rc+ioo
— : /
J c —too2iri TGhn r^ ' SH 1 1 +  2 \ n
2 k  ro°
estds
fJo




/„ ( v r e * )  K n (v r e ' ; )  ( l  -  
- ^ U v n ) H V { v r )  ( l  -
e-™Hvd,v (4.35)
r KV tvdv





- T r ^ n ( w i ) ^ 2)(ur) ( 1
1 — 2 ivri ^
2 '  V- 1 +  4v2r?J_
r KV lvdv
n  j  (  f  \  ( ,  1 \  , 7™ r i J n ( v r i ) Y n ( v r )  \  _ KV2 t
V*kJ„ | 2 J n ( V r i ) J n ( v r )  (^ 1 1+4l)2r2 j +  1 + i v 2 r 2 f e vdv
(4.36)
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Putting v = x/ri ,
1 rc+ioo _  /  i \
2Vi j c_ix  I 1 -  e ds
= ^ k L  { \ U x ) J ^ ] ( :  -  T T i ^ )  (437)
-KxJn(x)Yn(xrj) \  H / T 2 
+  1 +  4x2 J
Therefore, the remainder function for circular hole problem is
OO
TGRM'( r , e , t ) =  Y J TGRnh^  +  t y ne (4.38)
n = —oo
where
1 2 K , f°° 9 , 2
=  —  x f Rnh', '(r )e- KX t/r>xdx (4.39)
and
, , V _4>n ((g) Yn ( xv )  -  V>n (^ ) Jn (XT))
<Pl (x) +  l\)\ M
2'KxJn{x)Yn(xrj)
-  irJn(x)Jn(xV) ( l  -  ^ ^ 2)  “  ~ Y
(4.40)
+  4x2
4.3.3 Remainder Function for Annular Problem
The procedure for deriving the remainder function for the annulus problem 
is similar to the circular hole problem with,
OO f
T GRannulua{r i ^  | Y ’Gnaririuiu3(,T, S)
The only difference is the first term of the remainder function Fourier coefficient. 
However, the procedure for transforming the second term  in the right hand side of 
equation (4.41) needs to be modified to adapt the different method of inverting the 
Laplace transform of the annular problem compared to the circular hole problem 
(Chapter 3). Nevertheless, it must emphasised th a t the change of the integration 
path in contour integration by varying 7 for the inverse Laplace transform does 
not exert any influence on the final outcome.
The inverse Laplace transform of the first term  of equation (4.41) is given 
in equation (3.34). For the second term,
W T « . ( r , . )  f 1 -  1 +  2Ar
where
h n  =  2/n ( z e ^ )  K n ( „ x e ^ )  ( l  -  <4 4 3 )
6 6
Therefore the Fourier coefficients of the remainder function for annulus are
Tgrua n n u l u s  (r, t)
I  imag{Hr , TJ n  ~ x e  2n
J. , T
-  fh n  —xe 2
n n = 0-
n—0





vl  ~  1
(4.44)
r I ' ^
Jn  —xe 2 
Ts
f hn ( —xe  2
Kx 2 t e i n ^ / 2  , •
 J3 +t7F7 I Jx  e ri > rcax
where f n(x ) is given in equation (3.37). Subsequently, the Fourier series repre­
sentation is,
OO
T G R a n n u l u s  0 ^ )  = J ]  T GRnannulua (^ Qc™9 (4.45)
4.4 Time Dependent Forms
W ith reference to equations (4.31) and (4.41), the term,
(446)7 1 =  — OO N y
was removed from the annular solution to improve the convergence of the Fourier 
series presentation. The explicit inverse of (4.46) can be deduced using the direct 
inverse Laplace transformation of TQhn(r, s) and a convolution integral. The
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inversion of the first term of equation (4.46) is obviously
Tah{r, 0,t) =  J 2  C -1 {T Ghn(r, s)} einS
TI—  — OO
27t kt
The second term can be expressed as,




f ah(r,e,t) = c-1l Y2 ’}
f n=—oc ' J
It is noted that [96, page 1023],
£_1 { -^ h r s  } = i r r  a e “ 2 ! e r f c  M  (449)
This enables the second term of equation (4.46) to be expressed as the convolu­
tion integral,
TGh(r, 6, t) =  -  [  g ( r ) T Gh(r , 0, t -  t )  di- 
Jo
[ l 00  
Jo t -
1 a(r)  ri (1+T?2~2T,c°8e)I g  4
(4.50)
2irk n t — t
where,
( 4 ' 5 1 )
Hence, the full expression for thermal Green’s function for a region with a circular 
hole is,
OO
Ta^,(r, 0, t) =  Tah{r, 0, t) + Tah(r, <M) +  £  TGRnh,u(r, t)eM (4.52)
6 8
For the annular problem,
oo
w (r, e, t) = Tah(r, 0, t) + TGh(r, 0, t) +  £  TG a w „„., (r, t)eine (4.53)
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4.5 Graphical Results for Thermal Green’s Func­
tion
This section provides graphical presentations of the therm al Green’s func­
tions solutions for the circular hole and annulus problems using the improved 
expressions (4.52) and (4.53). Figure 4.2 shows the variation of the circular hole 
remainder function Fourier coefficients at the inner radius with respect to dimen- 
sionless time, /?, where (3 = Kt/rf.  The subtraction of the half-plane solutions 
from the circular-hole solution completely removes the asymptotic behaviour of 
the system as t —> 0, hence the remainder function has greatly improved Fourier 
series convergence for short timescale analysis. This approach has a similar ef­
fect on the Fourier coefficients for the annulus solution (Figure 4.3). Figures 4.4 
and 4.5 show the comparison of the inner boundary tem perature responses for 
the circular hole and annular solutions with and without using the remainder 
function. The results show the benefits of introducing the remainder function 
through improved representation of short timescale prediction.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the variation of the tem perature with time a t points 
(r, 6) = (r*, 0) and (r, 6) = ((r0 — r*)/2,0) respectively. The first figure shows the 
tem perature singularity as t —► 0. The second figure shows the tem perature at the 
mean radius to increase from zero tem perature and then decay as the heat defuses 
throughout the annulus. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 shows th a t the tem perature contour
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lines approach the inner and outer boundaries boundary with normal intersection, 
which indicates th a t the boundary conditions are satisfied. For short timescale 
analysis, the tem perature distribution is highly localised, and the dimension of 
the therm al field is very small compared to the physical geometry of the annulus 
as shown in figure 4.10.
4.6 Closure
The remainder functions for hole and annular problems were developed 
in this chapter by subtracting the half-plane solution from the hole and annular 
solutions derived in Chapter 3. It was found th a t this approach greatly improves 
the convergence of Fourier series solutions for short timescale analysis while also 
complying with the boundary conditions. Equations (4.52) and (4.53) are central 










Dimensionless time /3 =  n x t / r f
Figure 4.2: Fourier harmonic coefficients on inner surface of the circular hole 
remainder as functions of dimensionless time, /?, where (5 = Kt/rf.  The deduction 
of the half-plane solution from the full-plane solution eliminates the singular 
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Dimensionless time /3 =  k x t r?
Figure 4.3: Fourier harmonic coefficients on inner surface of the annular remain­
der as functions of dimensionless time, (3, where (3 = n t/ r f .  The deduction of the 
half-plane solution from the full-plane solution eliminates the singular behaviour 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the solutions evaluated with remainder function 
and full-plane solution for circular hole at t = 0.055 (/? =  5.3 x 10~4). The 
remainder function method improves the convergence of the solution significantly 
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Figure 4.5: Influence of the remainder function on annulus solution at t = 0.055. 
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Figure 4.6: Temperature variation with time of annular solution at point (r, 9) = 
(r*,0). Instantaneous unit line source introduce asymptotic behaviour of temper­








Dimensionless time, (3 = nt /rf
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Figure 4.7: Time variation of tem perature at the mean radius in the annular 
region. Temperature increases as heat dissipates across the annulus, followed by 
decay.
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Figure 4.8: Green’s function tem perature distribution in a plane with a circular 











Figure 4.9: Temperature distribution of annulus due to unit instantaneous line 
heat source applied at a point a t the inner boundary. The result is evaluated 
using the remainder function at t = 0.2s ((3 = 2.1 x 10-4) and it is evident that 
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Figure 4.10: Green’s function tem perature distribution in annular region at time 
t = O.OOls (/3 =  1.06 x 10-5), which shows the highly localised nature of the 






This chapter investigates the influence of a non-uniform tem perature distri­
bution in a homogeneous elastic annulus. The general solutions for stresses and 
deformations of the annulus under thermal input are developed by using funda­
mental thermoelastic theory together with a state-space approach. Two distinct 
physical boundaries are considered in this analysis, namely, rigidly and resiliently 
mounted outer boundaries, both with a stress free inner boundary.
5.2 Fundamental Thermoelastic Behaviour
Suppose a homogeneous elastic body experiences change in tem perature such 
th a t corresponding deformations may be considered to be quasi static, i.e. elastic 
waves are not excited. In addition, the tem perature field may be determined 
independently of stresses and strains.
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5.2.1 Stress-Strain Relations for Two-Dimensional Prob­
lem
To determine stresses and strains in an annulus, it is advantageous to use a 
polar coordinate system. By ignoring the body forces, the equilibrium equations 
are given as follows [58]:
d(Tr 1  Qttq CTr Og . .
H —  H------------------=  (J (5.1)
dr r dO r
1  d a g  d r r g 2
r dO dr r
l d a e + d ^ l  + 2rre =  Q (5 2)
The strain-displacement equations are
dlLr ( q \
^  =  - fr  (5-3)
— -----1-------------------------------------------------- (5.4)r  r  w
1  dVg Vg
I r e  =   (5-5)r  o t  dr r
The two-dimensional stress-strain equations for thermoelasticity can be written 
as
ar = A [f3er  +  veg — (1 +  v ) a eT] (5.6)
ae = A [Peg +  veT -  (1 +  v ) a eT] (5.7)
Trd = G j rg (5.8)
where these equations are applicable either for plane-strain or plane-stress prob­
lems. G is the shear modulus and is defined as G = E / 2 ( l  +  v). For plane-strain 
analysis, where e z = 0; az = v(ar +  ag) — E a eT ,
A = ( T ^ j  { 5 ' 9 )
0  = ( 1 - v )  (5.10)
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For plane-stress, i.e. az =  0; ez =  — v (a r +  cro)/E +  a eT , are defined as,
A =  7T~~ \ (5.11)( 1 - u )
0  = 1 (5.12)
It is possible to determine equations for components, ur and vq . Using (5.3-5.8) 
to replace the stresses in (5.1) and (5.2), the displacement equations are
d2ur 1 dur ur G d2ur (vX -f- G ) d2ve
dr2 ^  r dr r 2 A(3r2 dO2 A(3r drdO
{(3\ +  G) dve =  (1 +  t;) d T  
\(3r2 d9 (3 ae dr
d 2V0 1 dvg Vg A/? d2vg (vX +  G) d2ur
dr2 r dr r2 Gr2 dO2 Gr drdO
{(3\ + G )d u r _  A(1 +  v) d T  
+ Gr2 d$ ~  Gr 0e~dd
(5.13)
(5.14)
Solution of equation (5.13) and (5.14) using a novel state-space approach will be 
presented in section 5.3.
5.2.2 Von M ises Criterion
The Von Mises stress, av in three dimensions is
_  I  (<Ti -  O'!)2 +  {(72 -  O3 ) 2  +  ((73 -  f r l F
° v  ~  V 2
where a  1, <72 and (73 are denoted as the first, second and third principal stresses, 
respectively. The Von Mises criteria states tha t failure of an elastic body occurs 
when the maximum shear strain energy of components in the complex stress 
system is equal to the yield stress, i.e.
( (7 1  -  (J2 ) 2  +  ((72 -  (To)2 -I- ((73 -  <7i) 2  =  2 (7 2
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For plane stress problem, where <73 =  0, the relationship reduces to
(cn -  ° 2 f  +  o\  +  o\  =  2a2y (5.15)
The principal stresses for two dimensional problem are given by
° i  =  (or +  °d) +  )^\l(crr ~  ° e )2 +  4rr20 (5.16)
^2  =  (ar +  (<rr ~  (yef  +  4rr20 (5.17)
5.3 State-Space Modelling
This technique is widely use in dynamic system modelling, but has re­
ceived little attention for elasticity problems. A state-space model consists of 
state-equation and output-equation. The state-equation is a system of first order 
ordinary differential equations tha t describe fully the physical behaviour. The 
output-equation represents user defined parameters of the system. The following 
analysis shows how the approach maybe used represent the behaviour of auxiliary 
bearing in a realistic manner.
5.3.1 St ate-Equation






Then equations (5.13) and (5.14) have the vector form,
<92w  1 <9w w

























Now define the angular variation through Fourier series representations of w  and 
T:
oo oo
w =  £  w „e“  ; T  =  £  T„ein9 (5.20)
n=—oo
Equation (5.19) then yields,












]_ _|_ Gn2  ^(X/3+G)n
A/3
and the right hand side input vector is
A/3









Equation (5.21) is a second-order ordinary differential equation with variable 
coefficients. It can be transformed into an equation with constant coefficients by
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setting r =  ez\
w n(r, £) =  w n (e*, £) =  W n(z, t)
d w w(r, fl) _  d W n(z, 6) ^ 1 
d r dz r
d2w w(r, t) _  1 / d2W n(z, t) d W n(z,t)
dr2 r2 \  dz2 dz
Equation (5.21) therefore becomes,
where
and
d2W n XN d w n ^ x
Qg2 ( n ) ~~Q~Z---------------- — F n(z, t)
F n(-M) =  (1 +  v ) a ee*
1 dTn(z,t)
P dz
i ^ T n(z, t )
Tn(z, t ) = Tn{ez,t)
Although pseudo-static, the time variable t is shown for completeness.
Equation (5.28) may be reduced to first order form through,
dWX  -  n =  W '
71 dz














^ n ( M )  
^ n ( M )
(5.32)
It follows tha t
<9Zn
=  Z l =





cn (I — B n)
W n 0
+
X n FA n
(5.33)
Consequently, the general form of the state-equation is
Z 'n(z, t) = A nZn(z, t) +  D nE n(z, t) (5.34)
where Zn and E n are the state-vector and input-vector, respectively. The constant 
coefficient state m atrix is
A„ =
0 I
cn (I — B n)
(5.35)
while the z-dependence of the input is specified by
E  n(z, t) =
D„ =  I
0
F  n(z,t)
=  (1 +  v ) a ee2
0
0






5.3 .1 .1  G en e ra l S o lu tio n  o f th e  S ta te -E q u a tio n
The state-equation (5.34) may be solved using an integrating factor approach 
[98]. The general solution may be expressed in the form
Z „(z, t) =  e ^ - ^ Z  n(zit t ) +  f  eA^ - p)D nE„{p, t)dp (5.38)
JZi
The “initial” condition Z n(zi) has yet to be determined. It must be related to the 
boundary conditions, which are specified in term  of zero stress. To make further 
progress, an output-equation must be defined.
5.3.2 Output-Equation
The output-equation defines the parameters th a t are of interest in terms of 
the state and input vectors. The mathematical expression for an output-equation 
is
Y n(z, i) = G n(z)Zn(z, t) +  U n(z)En(z, t) (5.39)
where Y n is the output-vector. In term  of the polar coordinates, for the auxiliary 
bearing problem it is appropriate to define
y(r. 6 , t ) =  y n(r, t)einS =




ar(r ,6 , t ) =  E °rn(r, t)
ae(r ,6 , t )
T l =  — OO
&0n(r,t)
_ Tre{r ,d , t )  _ Trdniri 0
And (5.40)
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where y{r , t)  = Y n(z,t),  and crr , ae, ttq are the usual radial, hoop and shear 
stresses. Setting r = ez implies tha t
Urn (z, t)
V0n{r, t ) Vgn(z,t)
&rn{X11) K n (z ,  t)
°6n{r,t) K n ( z ,  t)
_ Tren{r, t)  _ A rOn(z, t)
(5.41)
Now it is clear tha t
^rn(^) 0  — ^rn(^ > t)
Ve„(z,t) = ven(ez , t)
(5.42)
(5.43)
For the stress components in the output-equation, from (5.3) to (5.8),
<7r(r ,0 ,* )  
cre(r,Q,t)  
Tre(r, 9, t )
x /  „dur V V dva\  m
= x {f - f r+rUr+r~de)~Hl + v)acT 
-  \ (  dUr ^  P d v e \  , v T
n  ( dve 1 1 dur




Under the transformation r = ez , the stress components in (5.44) to (5.46) may 
be expressed in term  of the derivatives with respect to z. By further decomposing 
as Fourier series in 0, the result is tha t
A
Am = ~  {(3Urn +  vUm  +  invVgn) -  A(1 +  v ) a eTn (5.47)
ez
A Bn = 4 ( v U rn  +  Pu m  +  inPVgn) -  A(1 +  v ) a eTn (5.48)ez
Q
Kdn = — (Vjn +  inUrn ~  Vdn) (5.49)ez
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It is now possible to deduce tha t the output-equation matrices in (5.39) must 
have the forms
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0


















0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
II£w 0 0 0 Gnez
0 0 0 Gnez
0 0 0 0
(5.50)
(5.51)
5.4 State-Space Model with Physical Boundary 
Conditions
The complete state space representation is given by
1. State-Equation, 71n =  A nZn+ D nE n, with solution given by equation (5.38)
2. Output-Equation, Y n =  G nZn +  H nE n
These equations allow us to solve the thermoelastic problem for an annulus with 
appropriate boundary conditions. Two distinct types of boundary conditions are 
considered, namely,
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B l. Fixed outer boundary with stress free inner boundary.
B2. Resiliency mounted outer boundary with stress free inner boundary.
The following subsections demonstrate the procedure for determining the un­
known state-vector, Z n(zi), which is defined on the inner boundary.
5.4.1 Rigidly M ounted Outer Boundary w ith Stress Free 
Inner Boundary (B l)
Consider a two-dimensional annulus, where the inner and outer radii are 
ri and rQ respectively. After transformation z* =  lnr*, zQ = ln r0. The annulus 
is considered to be mounted in a rigid housing, where the radial and tangential 
displacements at the outer boundary are considered to be zero. On the other 
hand, the inner boundary is stress free. Hence,
&r(ri,t) = rre{rh t) =  0
(5.52)
ur(r0,t) = ve(r0}t) = 0
First the state-vector at the inner boundary must be determined for B l. Let 
Zn{zi) = c£x, then the state-vector a t the outer boundary is
Z„(z0, t) = eA"<*>-*>c»*(i) +  r  eA" D „ E „ ( p ,  t)dp (5.53)
J Zi
8 6
The inner and outer boundary conditions imply tha t the output vector may be 
expressed at z = Z{, z0 according to
=  G n( ^ ) c f  (t) +  H n(Zi)En(Zi, t ) (5.54)
Urn{Zi, 0  
Von(,Zi, t)
0




Y  n ( z 0, t )  = A rn( z 0, t )
A-0n(Zoi 0  
h-rOni.Zoi £)
=  G n(za) +  J * ° eA" ~p* D BE„ (p, t)<ip
T H n(z0)E n(^0) t)
The hoop stress components in (5.54) and (5.55) are not required to satisfy any 
boundary conditions. Deleting the fourth row equation in (5.54), the following 














0 H n22(^i) ^ 71(^ 5 £)
(5.56)
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A nn  A n12 





U  n(z,t)  =
G n2i {z) — e
G n22 (-z) =  e
H n22(^) =  e
x p  0 
0 G
0 inG  
0 0
A „n  A ni2 
A n2l A n22
$nl(*)
  gAn(zo—-^ i)
/ & eA»(^-»)D „E „(p,t)dp












Jnll Jnl2 I 0 A nii A n12




The second block row of equation (5.56) and the first block row of equation (5.57) 
yield,
G naiM cSto  +  GnaaM cSW  + n n22{Zi)¥n2{zh t) —  0 ( 5 . 5 9 )
J n l l c 5 ( * ) + J n l 2 c £ W  +  * n l ( 0  =  0  ( 5 . 6 0 )
The solution of (5.59) and (5.60) is




Gn2l(^t) Gn22(Zi) Hn22(^i)Fn2(2f, t)
Jnll Jnl2 $nl (t)
(5.61)
W ith c jx now known, the stresses and the deformations of the annular body 
under general thermal loading can be evaluated using the output-equation
Y n(z, t) = G „(z) (t) +  J *  eA"<*°-p>DnE„(p, t)dp
+ H „(z)E„(z, t)
(5.62)
Of course, this equation must be transformed back to polar coordinates by using 
z = ln r.
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5.4.2 Resiliently M ounted O uter B oundary  w ith  Stress Free
Inner B oundary (B2)
R e s i l i e n t
material
Rotor
Figure 5.1: An annulus resiliently mounted in a housing.
Consider now a resiliently mounted annulus as shown in Figure 5.1, where 
outer boundary movement is permissible. The annulus is subjected to a thermal 
loading. Thermal deformations at the outer boundary are opposed by the resilient
mounting ring. It is to be assumed that there is no slip between the surfaces of the
annulus and the resilient ring. If the ring is considered to be a linear mechanical 
element, the outer boundary condition may be expressed as
0v(ro) +  XrUr(r0) =  0 (5.63)
ffe(r0) + Xeve(r0) = 0 (5.64)
where Xr and xe are stiffnesses per unit length opposing radial and angular dis­
placements, respectively. Using the same notation as in section 5.4.1, the outer
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boundary conditions yield
Um(Zo) — •^ ■rn('^ o)
X r




Note that, as Xr —> °°  and xe —► oo, both Urn(z0) —> 0 and Ven(z0) —> 0, which 
reduces to the fixed boundary condition (B l). The inner boundary remains stress 
free. Thus the output-equation for the inner boundary must have a similar form 
as given in equation (5.54). However, it must be noted tha t new state-vector 
a t the inner boundary, Zn(zi,t) = c^es(t) must be established for the resilient 




Y n(z0, t ) =  A rn(z0,t)
^■dn (-Z0, )^
Ar0n(Zoi t)
G„(z0) +  j f °  eA" ^ -'’>DnE„(p,t)dpJ
d- H n(z0)E n(,z0, t)
(5.67)
Removing the last row of the output m atrix equation, it yields,












Jn21 Jn22 c £ ( t ) K  n2(t)
(5.68)
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Manipulation of the sub-block rows of (5.68) gives
0  — ( x J n l l  +  J n 2 l )  c n l  +  ( x J n l 2  +  J 7122) Cn2 +  (X^-nl +  K n2) ( 5 . 7 0 )
where,
)^ —
■^■7-71(2 , ^ )
J n l l J n l 2 I 0 ^ n l l A n l 2
Jn21 Jn22 G n21 (z0) G n22 ( 2 o) A n21 ^ n 2 2
Gn2i(^) — e
G n22(2) — e
Kn(4) =
f r  ( \Hn2 2(2 ) =  — < n







Gn 21 (2 0) G7122(2 0 ) ^n2 (f)
“I- H n22(20)F n(z0, t)
To determine c^es, second relation is required for the output-equation at the inner 












( 5 . 7 1 )
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Taking the second block row of matrix-equation (5.71) gives,
o =  G n21(z ,)C sM  +  G n22( ^ X e2s(£) +  H n22 {zi)Fn{zi , t) (5.72)
Equations (5.70) and (5.72) now yield
- l
G n2i (zi) G n22(^ )




(xK n21 +  K n22)
Therefore, the thermoelastic solution for flexible boundary condition is
The fact is th a t equations (5.62) (B l case) and (5.74) (B2 case) are elegant solu-
5.5 Thermoelastic Responses
The general output-equations for thermoelastic analysis developed in the 
previous sections can be implemented with any tem perature profile th a t has a 
Fourier series representation. This section provides some simple case to validate 
the results of the analyses. Since the width of the inner race of the bush bearing 
is short (Table 3.2), all problems are analysed under a plane-stress condition.
tions for the auxiliary bearing problems. Differences in the boundary conditions 
on the outer surface are accounted for by the “initial” states c^x or c^es.
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5.5.1 Constant Temperature
Consider an increment of temperature, A T distributed evenly throughout 
the body. It required to set the first harmonic n = 0 of the tem perature Fourier 
series to A T  and the remaining terms to zero:
T0(z) = A T (5.75)
f n? 0(z) = 0 (5.76)
If the movement of the annulus at the outer boundary is restrained, the defor­
mations and stresses in the body can be analysed using equation (5.62) with 
(5.61). Figure 5.2 shows the distortion of the annulus under a constant tem­
perature 100K. Since the outer boundary is fixed, there is no distortion at the
outer radius. However, the heated body would expand radially inwards to achieve 
equilibrium state.
Further investigation was carried out using finite element analysis (FEA) to 
verify the results. An FEA commercial package, ANSYS, was used and element 
“Solidl83” was chosen for two-dimensional steady-state thermoelastic analysis. 
The model was automatically meshed by the ANSYS program and no mesh re­
finement was required. The inner and outer boundary conditions were adiabatical 
and stress free. Therefore, a “zero displacement loading” was applied to the outer 
boundary. The solver was chosen automatically by ANSYS (Sparse Direct Solver) 
with a default tolerance of 0.001. Figure 5.3 shows the Von Mises stress distribu­
tion evaluated using equation (5.62), while figure 5.4 shows the Von Mises stress 
predicted using the finite element method (ANSYS). The results are comparable. 
The finite element method (FEM) is an excellent tool for solving complex shape 
model problem with loadings on a finite patch. However, it is not suitable for
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a solving line source problem. The contact between the rotor and the bearing 
initiates from a line to a finite contact area over short period of time (see Chapter 
7), and hence the use of the FEM in this situation is not viable.
The solution with flexible boundary condition would produce identical 
results provided \ r  and xe are large enough to generate negligible displacement 
at the outer boundary, (see equations (5.65) and (5.66)). On the other hand, if 
both Xr and xe value are small, the annulus body would have no restraint in any 
direction, implying tha t it is free to move in free space. As a result, the later 
problem cannot be evaluated without including rigid body displacement errors.
0.025
Inner boundary  deform ation
0.02
0.015






Rigidly m ounted  
C o n s ta n t tem p era tu re  100K
- 0.02 - 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03jr(m)
Figure 5.2: Inner and outer boundary displacements for constant tem perature 






Max Displacement = 2.7562x10 6 m 
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Figure 5.3: Von Mises stress due constant temperature distribution in an annular 
region evaluated using equation (5.62).
Figure 5.4: Von Mises stress evaluated using commercial FEA package ANSYS. 
DMX, SMN and SMX denoted as the maximum resultant displacement, minimum 
and maximum Von Mises stresses, respectively.
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5.5.2 Green’s Function Annulus Temperature
The Green’s function thermoelastic displacement is defined as the defor­
mation of the body induced by an unit instantaneous line heat source. Since 
the tem perature Fourier coefficient is one of the core input parameters of the 
state-space model, equation (3.36) can be implemented in the state-space model 
directly. Rigidly and resiliently mounted outer boundaries are considered in this 
section.
5.5.2.1 Rigidly M ounted Outer boundary (B l)
Figure 5.5 shows the distorted annulus due to an instantaneous unit line heat 
source applied to the inner boundary. The material expands radially inwards be­
cause the outer boundary of the annulus is rigidly mounted. Further indication 
of the inward therm al expansion is shown in figure 5.6 with negative values of 
radial displacement at the inner boundary. Figure 5.7 shows the tangential dis­
placements of the annulus. The radial and shear stress distributions are shown 
in figures 5.8 and 5.9, respectively. Both figures show th a t the inner boundary 
complies with a stress free boundary condition. The Von Mises stress distribution 
shown in figure 5.10 suggests tha t the annulus likely to  experience a high stress 
field a t the region below the heat source and th a t it is governed mainly by the 
hoop stress as shown in figure 5.11. Since it is known th a t TGnannuiua is singular as 
t —> 0, the output-equation will inherit similar behaviour as the Green’s function 
tem perature function is used to form the input vector. Therefore, the influence 
of the poorly convergent Fourier series is noted for short timescale analysis as 
shown in figure 5.12. A similar approach of introducing a remainder function 
can be used to reduce the singularities of the Fourier coefficient in the displace­
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ment. However, substituting the annular tem perature remainder function into 
the state-space model directly is not a wise approach to remove the singularity 
behaviour, because explicit expressions are not generally possible. Therefore, an 
alternative approach to overcome this difficulty is to use thermoelastic half-space 
solution. Further explanation and derivation will be given in the next chapter.
5.5 .2 .2 R esiliently M ounted Annulus (B 2 )
For the resiliently mounted problem, the elements in the matrix x  are 
evaluated using
pres
*  =  7 = -  <5-77)
pres
*  =  ^  (5'78)
where E Tes, lTes and r[es are the elastic modulus, thickness and inner radius of 
the resilient ring. Consider an aluminium insert ring with E ies = 69 x 109Pa, 
pes _  o.002m and r[es =  0.022m, hence Xr = 3.45 x 1013N /m 3 and xe = 5 x 
1011N /m 3. When the annulus is heated, it expands radially inwards and outwards 
as shown in figure 5.13. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the radial and shear stresses 
of the annulus, which show tha t th a t stress free conditions prevail on the inner 
surface. Comparing the Von Mises stress distributions in figures 5.10 and 5.16, 
it is noted tha t the different boundary conditions cause the results to be non­
comparable. It is an im portant issue in deriving the remainder function, which 
will be investigated in the next chapter.
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5.6 Closure
General solutions for the annular thermoelastic problem have been devel­
oped using state-space theory. Studies are carried out with different boundary 
conditions and the general solutions for rigidly and resiliently mounted outer 
boundary conditions were developed. These solutions were then implemented 
with constant and Green’s function tem perature distributions for validation pur­
poses. Poor Fourier series convergence was found for short timescale Green’s 
function thermoelastic analysis. Nevertheless, this can be improved using a re­
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Figure 5.5: Distortion of annulus due to an unit instantaneous line heat source 
at the inner boundary at time point t =  Is (/3 = 0.011). The outer boundary is 
fixed.
 Inner boundary radial displacement










Figure 5.6: Inner and outer boundary radial displacements under the influences of 





3  Outer boundary tangential displacement













Figure 5.7: Inner and outer boundary tangential displacements at t = Is (/? =  
0.011) of the inner boundary subjected to an unit instantaneous line heat source. 















Figure 5.8: Radial stress distribution at t = Is ((3 = 0.011) due to a unit in­













Figure 5.9: Shear stress distribution at t = Is  (/? =  0.011) due to a unit in­
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x 104
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Figure 5.10: Von Mises stress in an annulus due to instantaneous line heat source 











Figure 5.11: Greens function thermal induced hoop stress in annulus body at 
time point t = Is (/? =  0.011).




















Figure 5.12: Inner boundary radial displacements at t = 0.01s (/3 = 1.06 x 10~4) 
and 0.5s (/3 =  5.2 x 10~3). The Fourier series is truncated a t 50 harmonics. Poor 
Fourier series convergence is noted for short timescale analysis.
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Figure 5.13: Inner and outer boundaries radial displacements at t =  Is (/? =  
0.011) with resiliently mounted boundary analysis. The heated material expands 
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Figure 5.14: Radial stress distribution of resiliently mounted boundary analysis at 
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Figure 5.15: Shear stress distribution of resiliently mounted boundary analysis at 
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Figure 5.16: Von Mises stress distribution with resiliently mounted boundary 
analysis at t =  Is (/? =  0.011).
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Chapter 6
Remainder Function for 
Thermoelastic Analysis
6.1 Overview
A direct Fourier series representation of a Green’s function is not an 
efficient method for solving short timescale problems due to increasingly poor 
convergence as t —> 0. The method proposed in Chapter 3 led to the derivation of 
a tem perature remainder function tha t has a convergent Fourier series as t —> 0. 
The thermoelastic Green’s function solution of Chapter 5, expressed in terms 
of Fourier components, also has singular behaviour as t —> 0. This chapter 
investigates further the application of a remainder function for the thermoelastic 
analysis by using Green’s functions for the transient thermoelastic half-plane 
contact problem developed by Barber and Martin-Moran [71].
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6.2 Green’s Functions for Transient Thermoelas­
tic Half-Plane Contact Problems.
The technique developed by Barber and Martin-Moran [71] uses the thermoe­
lastic equilibrium equations and stress-strain relations, together with superposi­
tion of the Flamant line force solution. For completeness, the following section 
summarises the half-plane Green’s function solution of Barber and Martin-Moran.
6.2.1 In stantaneous Line Source




Figure 6.1: Line heat source applied in the full-plane at the origin.
Consider an unit instantaneous line heat source applied into the full-plane 
at the origin O'. The polar coordinate relative to the source point are (r', </>). If 
there is no heat flow across the boundary x-axis, the temperature distribution 
is given by equation (4.11). The following relationship can be established by 
substituting the stress-strain relations into the equilibrium equation (5.1) and
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using axi-symmetry:
A +  vev ) +  V  ^ (er/ -  t v ) =  A (1 +  v) a e^  (6.1)
where equations (5.3) and (5.4) reduce to,
^  =  ^ 7  (6-2)
^  (6.3)
Substituting these two equation into equation (6.1) and integrating gives
uGr'(r , (p, t) = f  r 'T ( r ,  ip, t)dr' +  Cyr' +  ^ (6.4)
p r J r
and since the problem is axi-symmetric, the angular displacement
VG<p(r, <p, t) = 0 (6.5)
The radial and hoop stresses can be obtained by substituting the radial displace­
ment in the stress-strain relations given by equations (5.6) and (5.7):
°Gr'{r', (p,t) = -  A ( l  -  ^ V l  +  v) [  r 'T (r ',  y?, t)dr'
1 n .  ' . /  n c ,  <“ >
(6.7)
+  X l v + p ) Cl  + X [ v - p ) l *
aGv (r‘, <p, t) =  A ( l  -  ^ )  (1 +  v) a e ( ^  J  r'T(r ', <p, t)dr'
- T f r ' . ^ i ) )  + A ^  +  l ) c 1 +  A ^ - l )
The displacement field must remain finite as r' —> oo, which implies th a t C\ =  0. 
On the other hand, the displacement at the origin (r ' =  0) must also remain finite
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where pd and cp are the density and specific heat capacity of the material, re­
spectively, and B! is defined as,
,2 r '2 _ r 2 (1 +  rj1 -2 i]cos0 )
R = = -------4Kt-------  (tU1)
This solution corresponds to the case in which the surface of the half-plane is 
restrained by the hoop stress, gqv . F°r a stress free surface boundary, the solution 
must be superimposed with another solution having equal and opposite stress to 
aGip- This can be achieved by using the Flam ant point force result.
-R! 2
- R ' 2
— 2e - R ' 2
Oie (1 +  v) ( 1  — e R'2





The F lam ant’s solution is induced by a line force on the half-plane and can 
be expressed in the following form:
2 P
G p r ' =  -C O S #  (6-12)
7T r
CF<P =  TFrV =  0 (6.13)
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Figure 6.2: Half-plane subjected to a load per unit length, P  at the origin O', 
where P  is the load per unit length. The general stress-strain relations are,
tFr' =  A [v2 -  P2) tV(JFr' ~  6^'14^
eF<p = x ^J2_  ^2) lV(TF<P ~  (6-15)
7FrV =  GTFr'v (6-16)
Substituting the Flamant stresses (6.12) and (6.13) into (6.14-6.16) yields
dv-Fr' P 2P  (
tJV =  ~dF~  A (t;2 -  /?2) nr'(6'17)
uFrt dvpy v  2 P
r'dip X (v2 — P2) 7rr'£F<p = —r- +  - 77^  =  —T775---- ^ — cos9 (6-18)
<9uFr' , n fa m\
^ =  — =  0 (619)
The solutions of (6.17) and (6.18) are,
uff =  Vpcosiplnr '  +  f\(ip)  (6.20)
vpp = —tyvs i iK p - tyP s im p ln r '  — J  f \  (</?) dy  +  fz  (r') (6.21)
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where 4/ =  —2P/\tt((32 — v 2).  Functions f \  and /2 can be determined using 
equation (6.19). Substituting equations (6.20) and (6.21) into (6.19) yields
f[ (p) -  ^(3 sin (f +  J  / i  ( f )  dip +  V v  sin p  + f 2 (r') -  = 0 (6.22)
Therefore
—^  +  f i  ~  V (ft — v)  cos (p = 0 (6.23)
dip
dr' r-  4  =  0 (6.24)
which give
ty(ft — v)
f i  =  -----   ip sin p  +  A  cos p  +  B  sin p  (6.25)
z
h  =  C r1 (6.26)
Therefore the radial and angular displacements are,
\|/ (R —
uFr' =  ^ f t  cos tp In r H   p  sin ip +  A  cos p  +  B  sin p  (6.27)
(p —
vptp = — 4/u sin p  — ty/3 sin p  In r H   p  cos p
H P - v )  (6'28)   sin p  — A  sin <p -f B  cos <p +  Cr'
Since there is no lateral displacement at p  = 0, B  and C  must be zero. On 
the surface boundary, where p  = tt/2, —7t/2, the normal displacement can be 
evaluated using
uFy> =  ~  =  [u * v L = S
\  2 (6-29)
= -< ip ln r' -  - ( J 3  + v ) - A
z
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The constant A  can be determined by specifying where there is no displacement. 
On the other hand, applying the same angular condition to equation (6.27) would 





Equations (6.29) and (6.30) are the Green’s function displacements of the half­
plane problem subjected to a statical line force.
6.2.2.1 D istributed Pressure on Half-Plane Surface
Figure 6.3: Half-plane subjected distributed pressure of magnitude ae?-
Consider the half-plane surface is subjected to a pressure distribution of 
magnitude <7^. Based on thermoelastic analysis stated in section 6.2.1, the half­
plane surface has normal stress equal to the hoop stress given in equation (6.9). 
A zero surface stress condition can be deduced by combining the hoop stress with 
the Flam ant point load solution. The normal displacement induced by the hoop 
stress, (Tg^, on the half-plane surface can be obtained by superimposing Flam ant
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point load solutions in the form of the convolution:
2(3 f°°
flG V =  ~  A7T (02 — V 2) ) _ « ,  <7” (S )  lD  ^  ~  S | ^  ( 6 '3 1 )
However, it is more complicated to evaluate the tangential displacement, 
ux>, due to the sign convention in (6.30). The negative sign in equation (6.30) 
indicates th a t the material would flow toward the direction where the point of the 
line force is applied to. However, it will be different once the system is transformed 
to Cartesian coordinate system, (x \y ') .  Figure 6.3 shows a half-plane subjected 
to distributed pressure on the surface boundary. The origin of the coordinate 
system is denoted by O' and the point of investigation is A. Taking point A as 
the second datum, surface elements are taken on both side and assigned with 
points B and C points, respectively. Each element is subjected to a normal force 
with magnitude a^5s. The force applied at B would pull point A toward point B 
and hence negative displacement. Meanwhile, force at point C induces a positive 
displacement of point A. Therefore, the surface tangential displacement can be 
expressed as,
1 f x> 1 f°°
= ~ m T v )  °* { s ) d s + m r v )  I  a*{s)ds {6-32)
6.2.3 Half-Plane Green’s Function Solution
Substituting the hoop stress (6.9) into the equations (6.31) and (6.32), and 




uGhy'{r\ ip, t ) =  vGip -  A?r _  ^2) J  °Gv(r', (fi, t) In |r' -  s\ ds
2(3 f°°
= -  (r ' ■ t] in | r ' - s| ds
Let s = S/2\^Kt , then equation (6.33) can be transformed to






f f  =  ~ ^ =  (6.35)
Ignoring the second term, as it represents rigid body displacement, substituting 
the hoop stress given in equation (6.9) into (6.34) yields
“ Gw( r ' t } = x  L  ( 4 ^  ■ 2 e ~ s 2  ^ l n ^ ■  ■5 1 1 dS
a e (1 +  t>) „  . . .
x j -  x F i(ft')
7r p d C p y / K t  ( /3 +  v )
(6.36)
where
, - R ' 2 r R'9  P- R  r n
f ' W  = T « - - ^ L  e dS  (6'37)
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Further details on the derivation of Fi(R') are given in Appendix C. The tan ­
gential displacement is
'U’G h x '( X ' )  =  UGr' +  U G x 'iX ' )
OL,
2 71- p d C p ^ / K t
( P ~ v ) { l  + v)  +  (1 +  u)'
P{P + v) p
1 — eX '2
X ' (6.38)
a. (1 +  v) f  1 — e
X'2
TrpdCpVptf (P +  v) \ X '
where X '  = x'/2y/rd  and ugx'{X ')  can be obtained by substituting equation 
(6.9) into (6.32). For the plane-strain problem, substituting equation (5.10) into 
both equations (6.36) and (6.38) gives results identical to the Barber and Martin- 
Moran [71] solutions. Figure 6.4 show the normal displacement on the surface 
boundary of the half-plane due to  instantaneous line heat source at t =  Is  (p = 
0.0106) evaluated under plane-strain conditions. Figure 6.5 shows the surface 
boundary tangential displacement of the Barber and Martin-Moran solution. It 
must be emphasized th a t both solutions are only valid on the surface boundary. 
Hence, they are not suitable for determining the stress components.
6.3 Fourier Series Representation of Half-Plane 
Displacements
The general solutions for thermoelastic analysis designated for the annulus 
problem are expressed in term  of Fourier series representations. The inclusion 
of half-plane remainder forms is an effective method to remove the asymptot­
ically singular behaviour for short timescale analysis. Since the Green’s func­
tion tem perature is the core input to the thermoelastic analysis, the displace­
m ent/stress output equation must also inherit similar singular asymptotic be­
haviour. Hence, the same approach is taken to eliminate the singular behaviour
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Figure 6.4: Green’s functions half-plane thermoelastic normal displacement at 
t = Is  (/? =  0.0106).
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Figure 6.5: Green’s function half-plane thermoelastic tangential displacement at 
t = Is  {P = 0.0106).
in displacement/stress solution. To achieve a useful results the Barber and Martin 
Moran solutions must be considered in Fourier series form.
6.3.1 Specific R esu lts
Figure 6.6: Half-plane and annulus region with different coordinate systems.
Figure 6.6 shows both annulus and half-plane regions. Equations (6.36) 
and (6.38) bounded to coordinate systems (r', f )  are “extended” onto the annulus 
region with coordinate system (r, 9).
This section introduces some fundamental Fourier series forms that will be 
appropriate for thermoelastic half-plane solutions. Firstly,
1 '2 00
g(r, 0, t) = - e - f e  =  £  „(r, (6.39)
n = —oo
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Referring to section 4.2.3, the Laplace transform of g(r , 6 , t ) is,
OO
§ M , s )  =  t f o ( A r ') =  £  U ^ i ) K n ( \ r y nS (6.40)
n=—oo
where r'2 = r2 +  r2 — 2rr* cos 6. Following through the inversion of the Laplace 
transform as shown in section 4.3.2,
k  r ° °
an(r, t) — ~2 I Jn(x)Jn(x7])xe~KxH/rl2dx (6-41)
r i Jo
where 77 =  r/r*. Hence,
oo
=  ^ 2  Cn{r,t)eme (6.42)
n=—oo
where
cn(r, £) =  2tan(r, t ) (6.43)
6.3.2 Normal Displacement Component
Consider the term  Fi(R'), which appears in (6.36). W riting S  = R 'u ,
Fl{R') 2 1 7 *  e-(R*-s>)dS =  J _ r  e-w*(i-«»)d  
u  7 V *  R'Jo V^Jo
Noting that,
2 [1





^  ^ V’( l -^2) ▼ «— ' ' '" l =  - 5  E  * r- 7T372T * *  (6A5)
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It follows tha t
^ ' )  =  ^ E  (6.46)
Now define
dnein0 = -4= J  On ^r, -j — ] du
2 r °  /  c  2«i “ 2< \  (6'47)
'  ' ' e ? i ^ d u )  dxJ  Jn( x ) J n (xT])x ( J
V * J 0 Vio r ? ( i - « 2)
Setting v = 1 / (1 — u2), then
1





ri (1 -  ^ 2)





1 _ / l \  f  KX2t
- ^ r ( - ) e  ' ‘ ^ o ( ^ r
-2‘ / .2jKt - f r  r - /
=  - r«  2,‘ ( ^ r
(6.49)
Thus,
_ . 2Avt f°° r  /  \  r /  \
d n y j t )  =  j— o I duy-E) Jn\3''n)V ^ i  Jo
xe 2ri Kn ( ^ 2" I dx (6.50)




7T2pdCp^Ki {P +  v)
j r  dn( r , t y ne (6.51)
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6.3.3 Tangential Displacement Component
For the tangential displacement of (6.38), note tha t
/Jo




^  /  Cn(r , t /u)dueine
__ Jo
Define,
bn(r , t )  =  /  cn( r , t / u ) d u  
Jo
r , ,  w , s ( i 1 - 5# 1 \ ,=  / Jn(a:r7)a: / - 5— e r*u Gm)a:r
Jo \ J o  r fu  J
Let u =  l/i>, so th a t the integrand can be reduced to
t / \ r / \ f 1 2«i - ssr i- , t / \ r / \ A00 1 - ^ vJn(x)Jn{xr))x / -o—e r*u du = Jn(x) Jn(xrj)x—5- / - e  dv 
Jo r fu  rf J 1 v
2tti . . . . /




where E \(x)  is the first order exponential integral. Since,
00 1 _  -R'2
E  K&in9 =  — ^ 2 —  (6-55)
n = —00
the horizontal displacement can be expressed as,
oie (1 +  v) (6.56)
Since the factor R! must remain in (6.56), this will be discussed further in section 
6.4.1.
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6.4 Remainder for Annulus Thermoelastic Solu­
tion
The fundamental concept of the remainder function for the thermoelas­
tic analysis is similar to the thermal problem. The general expression for the 
thermoelastic Green’s function displacement is written as
Here ug, uch  and u Ghn are the Green’s function displacement, half-plane ana­
lytical and Fourier coefficient displacements respectively, which will be defined in 
section 6.4.1; ucrn and vcen are the displacement components in (5.62) for the 
rigidly mounted problem or in (5.73) for the resiliency mounted problem corre­
sponding to the annular Green’s function tem perature described in section 5.5.2. 
The second term  on the right hand side of equation (6.57), which is expressed 
in Fourier series form, is known as the remainder function for the thermoelastic 

















the half-plane form of u q , while the remainder series has a well convergent form, 
particularly over short timescales. The half-plane term  can be replaced by any 
expression provided the singular displacement profiles for uq  and uch are similar.
6.4.1 Coordinate System  Transformation
To utilise the half-plane displacements, half-plane solutions are transformed 
from a Cartesian coordinate system to a polar coordinate system, i.e.,
Since the singular behaviour is at 9  = 0 and sin# —» 0 as 9  —> 0, the radial 
displacement is taken as
U'Ghr — 'U'Ghx COS 9  -(- UQfiy s i n  9  
VQGh =  ~ u Ghx S in  9  +  UQhy  COS 9
(6.62)
(6.63)
U G h r { r , 9 , t )  =
a e (1 +  v) f 2e R ‘
npdCpy/hti (P + v)  y y/irR!
a e (1 +  V )  ^
■KfidCf-Jld (.0 +  v)
(6.64)
Noting that,
cos 9 = ----------
2
(6.65)




^ G h r n ir > ^ )  —
7rpdcpy/Ki (P +  v)
(1 + y) dn- i ( r , t )  +  dn+i(r, t) 
  ) '  2
(6.67)
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For the tangential displacement component
VGhe(r, 0, t) =  ~^~F= • / V\ T 2  bn (r , t)etn0 x B! x cos <9 (6.68)
7TpdCp V K t  (4  +  v)
It is to be noted th a t the “extension” of the half-plane surface to the annular sur­
face was achieved in (6.38) by setting X '  =  R!. Now B! = \J r f  +  r 2 — 2tt* cos 9 > 
0, while X '  may be negative. Also B! in (6.68) may be replaced by r* ta n # /2 \/« f , 
without changing the nature of the singularity in vche■ The reasoning behind 
this argument is tha t
r{\J2\ / l  — cos 9 ny/ 2
2\fi<d 2 yftd
1 ^2 0 +  O(03) TjO2 \/7d (6.69)
and
r t ^  =  _ ^ = [« + o (9. )] ^ j i « = (6.7o)
2yfct 1 V J 2>//rf
as 0 —► 0. Additionally, the use of r jtan 0 /2 \/f t£  removes the cos# term in 
equation (6.68), which simplifies the Fourier series transformation. Thus
a e (1 +  u) { l - e R>2\  r{ tan  6*
vGke(r,e,t) r/>iCp^ - ( p  +  v ) y R* J  x 2\ZkI
=  . 1 1 + 4  £  6n(r, t)e ‘" 9 x  ^
7TP d C p y /K t ( P  +  V )  2 > / /r f
Qe (1 +  v) { 0 r{
= ---------7=  • tt:----- \ /  bn[r.t)e x — =  x  ,irpdCpy/Kt (P +  v) n“ o 2y/id V 2z
oo
=  ^ 2  v d h d { r , t ) e t n d
n= —oo
(6.71)
id  „ —i9
where
VGhe{r' t] =  ' (6" - l(r> t] ~ 6n+l(r’ t)} (6-72)
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Figure 6.7 shows the comparison between analytical and Fourier series represen­
tations with truncated (50) harmonics for radial and tangential displacements 
given by equations (6.64) and (6.71).
 Analytical radial
displacement 




_l_ Fourier series form 
tangential displacement
-1  -0 .8  - 0 .6  - 0 .4  -0 .2  0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0 (rad)
Figure 6.7: Comparison between analytical and Fourier series representations of 
radial and tangential displacements at t — 0.5s (/3 = 5.3 x 10~3).
6.4 .2  G reen ’s F unctions for T h erm oelastic  A nnular D is­
p lacem en ts
The section provides a clear presentation of the overall displacement expres­
sions with remainder functions. The Green’s function radial displacement for the 
annular problem is
oo




where uGrn is the radial displacement element in output-equation (5.39) with 
Green’s function tem perature (3.36) and uGhr(r, 0, t) is the explicit term  given by 
(6.64). Furthermore, the second term in the series summation is the half-plane 
expression given by (6.67). For the tangential displacement,
oo
vGe(r, 0, t) = vGhe(r, 0, t) +  ^  {vGen (r , TGrianriulus(r , t)) -  vGhdn{r, t)} em0
n=—oo
(6.74)
Similarly, the first term  on the right hand side of (6.74) is given explicitly by (6.71) 
and the second term  in the series representation is the remainder function. The 
term  vGqu is the tangential displacement component of the output-equation (5.39) 
with the Green’s function tem perature (3.36). Figure 6.8 shows the different 
between the inner boundary radial displacements evaluated with and without 
remainder function at t = 0.01s (/? =  1.06 x 10-3) with rigidly mounted outer 
boundary condition and plane-stress conditions. Similarly, figure 6.9 shows the 
comparison between the tangential displacements with and without remainder 
function at the same time point. The use of the remainder function is seen to 
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between the inner surface radial displacements of annulus 
solution with and without remainder function at t =  0.01s (/3 = 1.06 x 10-4) under 
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9 (rad)
Figure 6.9: Comparison between the inner surface tangential displacements of 
annulus solution with and without remainder function at t =  0.01s (/3 = 1.06 x 
10-4) under rigidly mounted outer boundary and plane-stress conditions.
6.4.3 Therm oelastic Stress Analysis
The stresses of the annulus problem given in the output-equations (5.62) 
and (5.74) correspond to a unit instantaneous heat input. It is difficult to im­
prove series convergence with a half-plane remainder function since the stress 
field depends on the outer boundary condition. Furthermore, the inner surface 
boundary stresses are always zero, i.e. the singular behaviour is not an issue 
for inner surface stresses. However, several methods are proposed and examined 
with the possibility of utilising them in a remainder function.
6.4.3.1 Barber and Martin-Moran: Superim posing Equal and Oppo­
site Stress
Based on the work by Barber and M artin-Moran, the surface boundary must 
comply with a stress-free condition by superimposing a equal and opposite stress 
function according to equation (6.9). However, the resulting integral for an inte­
rior point is intractable [74] and also solutions obtained using Flam ant’s theorem 
are only valid on the half-plane surface boundary. Hence, direct derivatives of 
half-plane displacements do not give rise to stress free conditions, which inval­
idates their use as remainder functions. However, further work of Barber and 
Azarkhin [74] shows tha t the Green’s function for sub-surface therm al stresses 
due to surface heating can be solved using a potential function and their solu­
tions are expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions. Unfortunately, it is 
difficult to transform these solutions into Fourier series representations and thus 
the possibility of utilising these expressions was ruled out.
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Figure 6.10: Indices position ( i , j )  for numerical method. 
6 .4 .3.2 N u m eric a l M e th o d
This method was applied directly to  the equations (6.73) and (6.74). The 
numerical value of a derivative of a radial displacement a t a given node is
dur( i j )   ur(i -  2J )  -  8ur{i -  l , j )  +  8ur(i +  1 J )  -  ur (i +  2J )
dr 125r
+  0 (J r4) (central-difference)
(6.75)
where i and j  are denoted as radial and angular node respectively and 5r is the 
difference between two nodes (figure 6.10). This numerical derivative has fourth 
order error. Additionally, there are forward-difference and backward-difference 
methods, which are useful for evaluating nodes at the inner and outer boundaries 
respectively:
dur(i , j )
dr
—25 ur(i , j )  +  48 ur(i +  1, j )  — 3 6ur(i +  2 , j )  +  16ur (z +  3, j )  — 3ur(i +  4, j )
12 Sr
+  0 (£r4) (forward-difference)
(6.76)
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dur(i , j )
dr
25 ur(i , j )  — 48ur (i — 1, j )  +  3 6ur(i — 2 , j )  — 16ur(i — 3, j )  +  3 ur(i — 4, j)
=  Y25r
+  0 (£r4) (backward-difFerence)
(6.77)
The differential values for nodes situated along the second layer away from the 
inner and outer boundaries can be determined using the following expressions:
dur(i , j )
dr
—3 ur(i — 1, j )  — 10 ur(i , j )  +  18ur (z +  1 , j )  — 6ur(i +  2, j )  -f ur(i +  3,^')
=  Y25r
+  0 (J r4)
(6.78)
dur(i , j )  
dr
3ur(i +  1 J )  +  10ur( i j )  -  18ur(i -  I J )  +  6ur(i -  2 J )  -  ur(i -  3 , j )  ^  ^
12 Sr 
+  0(<5r4)
Similarly for the derivative with respect to 6:
dur{ i j )  _ ur( i j  -  2) -  8ur( i , j  -  1) + 8ur( i , j  +  1) -  ur(i, j  +  2)
dO  1 2 56  ( 6  8 0 )
+  O(<504) (central-difference)
The radial, angular and shearing strains are given by (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) re­
spectively. The stresses can be evaluated using the stress-strain equations given 
by (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8).
Figure 6.11 shows the contour plot of the numerically evaluated radial stress 
at time point t = 0.7s (/? =  7.42 x 10-3). It was found tha t the inner surface was 
not entirely stress free condition because the half-plane displacements do not give
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rise to stress free conditions, which is explained in section 6.4.3.1. The stressed 
inner surface would become more noticeable and greater in magnitude as t —* 0.
x 10-3
t = 0.7s 
Plane stress 













Figure 6.11: Radial stress contour evaluated numerically using equations (6.73) 
and (6.74). Non-zero stress is noted at the inner boundary.
6.5 Closure
Half-plane displacements developed by Barber and Martin-Moran were 
introduced. Modification of Barber and Martin-Moran solutions were made to 
accommodate both plane-stress and plane-strain problems. Additionally, Fourier 
series representation of half-plane displacements were also derived in order to 
utilise them in developing a remainder function. The remainder functions improve 
the representation in term of truncated Fourier series solutions of displacement 
for short timescale analysis. The use of half-plane displacements in developing 
remainder functions for stress analysis was found to be difficult since the Barber 
and Martin-Moran solutions do not give rise to stress free conditions. However, an 
alternative approach is proposed in Chapter 8 to investigate the annular stresses.
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Chapter 7
Thermal Response with Single 
Dynamic Contact of Rotor and 
Auxiliary Bearing
7.1 Overview
In the event of power failure of an AMB or sudden excitation on the rotor, 
contact of a rotating journal with the inner surface of an auxiliary bearing will 
initiate a high dynamic heat source. Each contact will take place over a very 
short period of time. The rotor may also bounce at different locations within 
clearance plane offered by the auxiliary bearing. For a rolling element bearing, 
sliding contact will lead to rolling contact once the inner race picks up to the 
rotor speed. In this chapter, the tem perature rise due to contact between the 
surfaces of a rotor and an auxiliary bearing are investigated. The heat flux 
is derived from non-Hertzian contact theory. However, it reduces to Hertzian 
contact theory if both contact bodies are made of same material. A single contact 
event is considered to reduce the problem complexity. Multiple contacts may be 
considered by a superposition argument.
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7.2 Contact Theory
Consider a two dimensional rotor brought into contact with an auxiliary 
bearing, initially with a line contact. A small area of contact is then developed 
by increasing the contact load causing the load to be distributed over the contact 
surface (figure 7.1). In this section, two types of contact pressure distributions 
are considered:
(a) Hertzian pressure distribution.
(b) Non-Hertzian pressure distribution of sliding contact.
Figure 7.1: Contact of a rotating rotor and auxiliary bearing with a dynamic 
loading F.
7.2.1 H ertzian C ontact
The Hertzian pressure distribution for a two-dimensional contact problem 







Figure 7.2: Hertzian pressure distribution with contact zone 2a.






and E * and R * are defined as,
~FC
FT





where c is the clearance between the journal and the inner radius of the bearing, 
iybjr and E^r are the Poisson ratios and Elastic Modulii of the bearing and rotor, 
respectively.
7.2.2 Sliding C ontact o f N on-C onform ing Surfaces
Hertzian contact theory is based on the assumption of frictionless contact. 
Practically, sliding contact takes place between the surfaces due to the high speed
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rotating journal in contact with bearings. The tangential tractions do alter the 
pressure distribution on the contact surfaces [17] to become
P[X) =  +  (7'5)




( l - 2 i * ) / G t - ( l - 2 v r ) /G ,
(1 -  2vb) /Gb +  (1 —  2 v t ) /Gr J (7.6)
The index 7 is given by
1
7 =  —  tan (Pdfi) «  -(3dyLl'K (7.7)
7r
The semi-width of the contact strip a is given by
Note tha t the normal pressure distribution of sliding contact is due to the Hertzian 
contact pressure when the two solids have the same elastic constants, i.e. /3 = 0 
and 7 =  0.
7.3 Frictional Surface Heating - Rotor and Bear­
ing of Same Material
Conditions of dry contact will be assumed, which is the case for system 
designated for operation in clean environments. The annular ring representing 
the auxiliary bearing will be fixed, as in the case of simple bush, or free to rotate, 
as is representative of the inner race of a rolling element bearing.
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7.3.1 Fixed Bush
In section 2.4, the dynamic response of the contact forces on an auxiliary 
bearing are presented. The contact force per unit length is written as
F(t) = U a n u ^ l h W f  (7-9)
where / cmax is the maximum contact force (see Table 2.2), lb is the length of the
bearing and <j)(t) is the contact time function so th a t the half-width contact patch
(see equation (7.2)) can be written as
a(t)2 =  a^(j){t)2 (7-10)
where
7 n l « r ( j a m / k )  ,7 m
a o = 2 v ^ ^ —  (711)
Substituting equation (7.10) into equation (7.1) gives the dynamic pressure,
p(z, t) = 7rj^yjal(p(t)2 - x 2 (7.12)
Assuming tha t a Coulomb friction law applies, the to tal power dissipation per
unit area is,
q(x, t)  = fipF(x , t )rru s
,_ (7.13)
where ujs is the slip velocity and rr is the radius of the rotor. For a fixed bush
problem, ujs = fh Taking x = r^O, equation (7.13) can be rearranged to give,
q(6,t) = qQ^ el(j){t)2 -  62 (7.14)
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bearingrotor
Figure 7.3: Heat partitioning between rotor and bearing, 
where is the inner radius of the auxiliary bearing and
/xEVrfirw
qo =  2K  (715)
e0 =  — (7.16)
Tbi
Of the dissipated power, the question of partitioning to the rotor and bearing now 
arises (figure 7.3). Based on the article published by Tian and Kennedy [83], the 
total frictional heat flux of equation (7.14) can be partitioned into = aq and 
qr =  (1 — a)q, which are the heat fluxes transm itted into the bearing and rotor, 
respectively. The heat partition coefficient a is dependent on the slip speed and 
is taken as,
a  =  t  ^ = 7  (7.17)
( i + l v ^ )
where kb and kr are the conductivity for bearing and rotor, respectively and
n rru sa rru sa
Peb =  Pe^ - 2 ^  (7-18)
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are the Peclet numbers for bearing and rotor, respectively. If the rotor and 
bearing of the same material, Pe& = Per so th a t a  = 0.5. Hence the heat flux 
transm itted to the inner ring of the auxiliary bearing is
qb{9, t) = aq0^0%<f)(t)2 -  02 (7.19)
In equation (7.19), 0O(/)(t) is the dynamic half-width contact angle.
7.3.1.1 Convolved Temperature
The contact tem perature Tc a t point (r, 6) a t time t of a contact period 
of tp arising from the contact source can be determined using the convolution 
theorem:
Tc(r, 0, t)
r t  rOo<j>(t) (7.20)
= k  /  qb{(3, r) • TGannulus (r, $ -  /3, t -  r )dpdr
J r=0 J  j3=—6o<f){t)
where qb{(d^r) conducted into bearing given by (7.19) and the Green’s function 
annular temperature, TGannulus, is given by (4.53). From the form of (4.53),
oo
Tc(r, 0, t) = Tch(r, 0, t) +  f c/l(r, 0, t) +  ^  TcRrlannulus(r, t) (7.21)
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where
f t  fOo((>(t)
Tch{r,0,t) = lb /  qb((3,r)TGh(r,0 -  (3,t -  r)d(3dr (7.22)
J r = 0 JP=-9o4>(t) 
t  pOq <j>(t)f t fOQP\l
Tch(r ,6 , t ) = lb /  qb((3,T)fGh(r,6 -  /3,t -  r)d(3dr (7.23)
J t= 0 J /3=—6o<f>(t) 
f t  f9o<i>(t)
TcBnon„„,„,(r,i) =  /f, /  /  Qb{0,r)TGRnan^ ( r , t  -  t ) (7.24)
J t = 0  J 0 = —dn<b(t)
3m(0—
7.3.1.2 Programming Approach
The analytical expressions (7.21) and (7.22) are evaluated directly using 
standard array storage functions in Matlab. However, the Fourier series expan­
sion of the remainder function needs to be stored in a three-dimensional array 
corresponding to (r, n, t ) with curve fitting to  recall the intermediate values.
7.3.1.3 Half-Plane Temperatures
Substituting equations (4.11) and (7.19) into equation (7.20) yields,
Tch{r, 6,t)
f t  f 6 0<f>{t) 7 - 2 . ( l + T , 2 - 2 , j c o s ( 0 - / 3 ) )
=  W  /  9 w f  ' e~   (7'25)J t=0  JB=-eQ6(t) M k b \ t  — T )
x a / w M 2 -  (32d j3dT
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Changing the variable @ =  9 0 (J ) ( t )u  gives
Tch(r,9, t)
_ a lbqo0Q f 1 <P(t ) 2 ( ^ - 2 n j s ( e - e 0H r ju ^
2 7Tkb J T = o J ^ _ x (t  -  r )
x  \ / l  — u 2dudr
In a similar manner 
Tch{r, 0 , £)
« /6g0 ^  f d0(l>{t) Q{v) ^
Snfa J T = o J p --e Q^ t) J v=o (t — T — v) 
x  9q4){t)2 — p d vd p d r
= a lbq062 f l j 1 / “ ' T <P(r)2g(v)
2irkb J T=0 7 U = _ !  J v=0 ( t - r - v ) 
x  \ / l  — u 2dvdudr
7.3.1.4 The Remainder Function
The remainder function harmonics are given by
r t  rdo<j>(t)
TcRn(r, t) =  lbaq0 /  /  TGriannulus (r, t -  r )e m(<?_/3)
J  T= 0 J P= — 0o4>{t)
x \J9q^ >{t )2 — /32d(3dr 
The integrand involves the following integration,
rOo<t>{t) ,------------------------
/  ein e^~ ^  J  0q4>{t )2 — P2d/3
J 0 = -O o4>(t)






Prom [97, page 321] , the integration reduces to,
el<t>{T)2eine J  Vl -
=  _ 2 M J ^ - r g j . ; i ( _ ^ (T)) (7.30)
_ n Q o j i (n go^ (T))em« (n ^  0)
n
If n =  0, the integral reduces to,
#o4>(t)2 J  Vl -  u2du — ^ 7r6»o0 ( r )2 (7.31)
Note that,
li J i ( n ^o0 ( r ) ) e m0 =  ^ 7t0o<Kt)2 (7 -3 2 )
n->o n  2
It now follows that,
TcRn(r,0, t)
r r t  ^
^ o /  -'K6l<l)(T)2TGRn(r,t -  r )dr  (n =  0 )  ( 7 .33 )
7 °
kaq0 [  J 1(n^o0(r))T gfin(r, t -  T)drexnd ( n /  0)
7r=o n
7.3.1.5 Case Study for a Fixed Bush
Based on the information given in section 2.4, the parameters (Table 2.1) 
and are used for case study. The following assumptions are made:
(a) Both rotor/bearing are made of same material (steel).
(b) The system is adiabatic.
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The contact force is dynamic and defined by F(t)  = (fcmax/h)4>{t)2> where (f)(t)2 
varies between 0 and 1. W ith reference to the contact force profile presented in 
figure 2.14, an approximation for the time behaviour is
<j>(t) = ^ sin f a t )  (7.34)
where = iv/tp. This section will investigate the tem perature variation cor­
responding to the governing parameters: Contact force, f Cmax\ Rotor speed, 0 ; 
Coefficient of friction, //; and contact period, tp. Later, the solutions are used to 
analyse the therm al responses of the bearing subjected to the operating condi­
tions given by Table 2.2.
(a) C o n ta c t Force ( fcmax  =  10-50kN )
Table 7.1 shows the operating conditions used for the case study in this sec­
tion. Figure 7.4 shows the time variation of half-length contact zone, 6q s in (^ f)  
with different contact forces, fcmax- The contact period is taken as tp = 1ms and 
the zone angle varies between 0 and Oq as the rotor bounces on and off the inner 
surface of the bearing.
Table 7.1: Operating conditions for therm al contact analysis.
In p u t  P a ra m e te rs V alue
Slip Speed, cjs = VL 1000 rad /s
Contact Period, tp 0.001 s
Heat partition, a 0.5
Coefficient of friction, fi 0.1
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Figure 7.5 shows the time variation of the maximum surface temperature, 
evaluated from (7.21), at (r&, 0) when subjected to various contact forces. The 
tem perature increases as the contact area grows, then it drops with the reduc­
tion of the contact zone and keeps decreasing as the heat diffuses throughout 
the bearing, after the heat source has been being removed. It is seen th a t the 
tem perature increases within the contact period to  650K with a contact force 
fcm a x  = 50kN. The surface tem perature distribution rises with time is shown in 
figure 7.6 for fcmax = 10kN. Figure 7.7 shows the time variation of tem perature 
below the contact surface where (r, 6) =  (rw < r < rb0, 0). Those points away 
from the source heat up gradually as the heat propagated throughout the body. 
Since the whole system is adiabatic, the heat is retained in the body and hence 
a permanent increase in steady state tem perature follows. In practice, the heat 
would diffuse by other means, such as convection and radiation, even conduc­
tion between the rolling elements and the outer surface. Figure 7.8 shows the 
tem perature distribution within the annulus at time t = 10ms while figure 7.9 
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Figure 7.4: Variation of half-angle contact zone, 0o(/)(t) with time for different 
contact forces, fcmax-
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Figure 7.5: Time variation of the surface tem perature at (r, 9) — (r^, 0) subjected 
to different contact force, / cma2 (tp =  1ms).
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T im e , t  (s) x 10
Figure 7.6: Time variation of surface tem perature at inner surface (r^,#).
300





Time, t (s) -3x 10
Figure 7.7: Time variation of tem perature at different location within annulus 
subjected to frictional heating on the surface boundary with a normal dynamic 
contact force of amplitude, f Cmax — 10kN.
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Figure 7.8: Temperature distribution, T c at t =  0.01s of an annulus subjected 
to frictional surface heating induced by contact between rotating rotor and fixed 





t =  0 .2 s 
Contact force,
fcmax =  1 0 kN
Contact period, 
tp — 1 ms
Temperature, 
Tc (K)
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Figure 7.9: Temperature distribution, T c at t  =  0.01s of an annulus subjected 
to frictional surface heating induced by contact between rotating rotor and fixed 
bush with normal contact force, lOkN (tp =  1ms).
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(b) R otor Speed (O =  1000-3000rad /s)
Figure 7.10 shows the time variation of maximum surface tem perature 
corresponding to different rotor speeds. The bearing was subjected to contact 
force, fcmax — 10kN, with coefficient of friction, /i = 0.1 and the periodic taken is 
tp =  1ms. It is seen tha t the tem perature rise linearly corresponding to the rotor 
speed, the maximum tem perature for rotor running at 3000rad/s is almost triple 
to the rotor running at lOOOrad/s. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the time variation 
of the maximum surface tem perature subjected to different contact forces, with 
rotor speed running at O =  2000rad/s and 3000rad/s respectively. It is seen that 
the surface of the bearing would melt if the contact force was greater than 20kN 
at the rotor speed Q =  3000rad/s (figure 7.12).
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 Q = 2000 rad/s









Figure 7.10: Time variation of maximum surface tem perature subjected at con­
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Figure 7.11: Time variation of maximum surface tem perature subjected to various 
contact force with rotor speed S7 =  2000rad /s (tp = 1ms).
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Figure 7.12: Time variation of maximum surface tem perature subjected to various 
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Figure 7.13: Time variation of maximum surface tem perature at (r^, 0) subjected 
to fcmax =  lOkN with rotor speed O =  lOOOrad/s corresponding to different 
coefficients of friction (tp = 1ms).
(c) C oefficient o f F ric tio n  (fi =  0.1, 0 .2 , 0.3)
Figure 7.13 shows the time variation of the maximum surface temperature 
corresponding to different coefficients of friction. Note tha t the tem perature rise 
is direct proportional to the coefficient of friction, which governs the total heat 
flux (equation (7.15)).
(d) C o n ta c t P e r io d  (t p =  1m s, 2m s)
The contact force and contact duration were taken from the typical results 
predicted by the dynamic simulations presented in section 2.4, which are highly 
dependent on the initial conditions. Any increase in either the contact period 
or contact force is associated with a rise of surface temperature. Figure 7.14 
compares the inner surface tem perature subjected to / c r n 0 x  — 10kN with different 
contact period, i.e. t p = 1, 2ms.
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Figure 7.14: Time variation of maximum surface tem perature at (r^, 0) subjected 
to lOkN with different contact periods.
(e) S im u la ted  O p e ra tin g  C o n d itio n s
W ith reference to Table 2.2, seven operating conditions and their corre­
sponding maximum contact forces and periods chosen as summarised in Table 
7.2.
Table 7.2: Summary of the chosen operating conditions and their corresponding 
contact forces and periods.
O (rad/s) fcmax (kN) tp (ms)
P3 1000 0.1 42 1.0
P 6 1000 0.2 11 0.8
P9 2000 0.1 23 1.0
P l l 2000 0.2 24 1.2
P12 2000 0.1 36 0.9
P13 3000 0.1 45 0.6
P15 3000 0.1 40 0.8
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Figure 7.15 shows the time variation of maximum inner surface tempera­
ture corresponding to various operating conditions given in Table 7.2. It is seen 
that P l l ,  P13 and P15 exceed the melting point of the bearing stainless steel. 
Although the deflection of the rotor of P13 and P15 does not exceed the ro­
tor/m agnetic bearing clearance, the heat induced by the maximum contact force 
is likely to initiate localised melting of the inner surface of the bearing. The 
tem perature rise of P l l  is higher than P9 due to higher coefficient of friction, 














Figure 7.15: Time variation of maximum surface contact tem perature for different 
operating conditions.
These results are based on the assumption tha t both body tem perature and 
housing tem perature are zero initially. The coefficient of friction, rotor speed and 
contact period are shown to have significant influence on the thermal responses. 
Later, an investigation of the thermal behaviour of the sliding contact between 
steel rotor and bronze bush bearing is undertaken.
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7.3.1.6 F lash  T e m p e ra tu re  C om parison
The local flash temperature concept of Blok [81] will now be used to estimate 
the surface temperature induced by a moving heat source applied to a half-plane 
surface under steady state analysis (see figure 7.16).
Moving heat 
source
Figure 7.16: Moving heat source applied to a half-plane surface.
For a steady Hertzian Coulomb friction contact profile, the contact pressure is 





The steady state flash temperature rise (z = 0) due to the moving heat source 
aq moving with speed U is
T^ X' Z) =  “ S P  L  Ko {U y /(X ~ ^ '+ * } (7.36)
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A^+/++4B
where U =  rrQ. Setting,
u =
U{x -  x')
2  k





=  X - X * (7.37)
The surface flash tem perature is
1 1 K2 E * [ X + P e b i-------------------------------------------
T cf ( x ,  0) =   — /  euK0(k |) \ /P e 2  -  X 2 +  2uX  -  u2du (7.38)
7TkbrrUJsR  J  x  -  Peb v
Figure 7.17 shows the flash surface tem perature around the contact zone — 1 < 
x / a  <  1 for bearing stainless bearing steel with various contact forces f cmax- 
Comparing the peak temperatures corresponding to each contact forces of figures 
7.17 and 7.5, it is seen tha t flash tem perature overpredicts the surface tempera­
ture. This is due to the fact tha t the flash tem perature is evaluated under steady 





f  = 30kNcmax
f  = 40kNcmax





Figure 7.17: Surface tem perature rise around contact zone —1 < x /a  < 1, with 
fi =  0.1 and various f c shown. (// =  0.1, u s — f t  = lOOOrad/s, a  = 0.5).
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7.3.2 A R otating Inner Race
In a rolling element bearing, any friction for between the rotor and the inner 
race of the bearing will cause the inner race to undergo angular acceleration. The 
dynamics will also involve the angular acceleration of the rolling elements and 
this may involve various regimes of rolling and skidding [16]. In an idealised case, 
the equation for angular motion of the inner race under a contact force of the 
form of equation (7.9) is,
IhJb ~  ^fcmaxTbi^it) (7.39)
where Ub is the angular velocity of the inner race and I  is the effective inertia 
representing the combined race and rollers (see Appendix D). It follows th a t for 
constant /,
u b = —  f  «Ht )2rfr (7-4°)
Since both rotor and inner race are rotating, the angular slip velocity is the given 
by tos = H — ojb- If the inner race is regarded as stationary, the contact area 
between the rotor and inner race moves with angular velocity —Ub with moving 
angular position of 9 = —6b, where,
[  uJb(r)dT (7.41)
o
The heat flux is now modified to take account of the new slip velocity and 
the movement of the contact area relative to  the inner race through,
q(e,t) = qo n  j e i m  - ( e  + m ) 2 (7.42)
whenever —Ob(t) — Oo<f)(t) < 0 < —Ob(t) +  Oo<p(t).
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7.3.2.1 Half-Plane Component for R otating Race
Using a similar approach to tha t presented in 7.3.1.1, the half-plane contact 
tem perature associated with the rotating race is w ritten as,
T c h ( r , 0 , t )
ockqo [ l f~6b+do<})(t) ft -  ujb(r) / 2
- S 5  L ~ v  *  « ' » •  ( » 3 )/3 = - 6 b-9o<p(T)
1  r h t ( 1 + T >2 ~ 2T> c o s ( f l - /3 )
4Kb(t_T) d(3dr
( t - r )
Let p  +  06(t) =  $0<i>{j)u, dp = 60(f)(T)du: so tha t
\  rbt(1+72- 2T>co^ (e~e0^ ,(T)u+gb)
x   -e  4«b(*-T) dudr(i-T)
The second term  in (7.21) is
(7.44)
f ch(r,6 ,t)
altqo f* r Br+e^ T) n - w „ ( r )rt r-Vr+oonr) Q  _  uj. fr) -------------- / ------------------------------------------------------
/  /  — o  x -  o® +  ^ ( T» 2J T = 0  J B = - 0 r - 8 o < b ( T )  l L  vZnkb B - 8 r - 4 > { T ) ^
0
f l ~ T o fu )  r2i ( 1+T?2~2,?cos(e-^))
x /----- ------ — — - x e 4*k(t-T-«) dvdpdr
Jv=0 ( t - r - v )
albQoOo 
27rkb
r t - T  q(v) rbt(1+T?2~2T7 co8(fl-e0^ (T)u)+6>fc)
x I —----------- re 4«b(t-r-«) dvdudr
Jv= o
(7.45)
[  j  4>(rfn  " t(T )v ^
J r= 0  J u = - 1  “
0 (t - T - V )
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7.3.2.2 Statem ent of Remainder Function for R otating Race
For the remainder function, 
T c r { t ,  9 , t )
f t  f - 6 r + 6 o < t > ( T ) Q _  (  \  .--------------------------------
= a lbq0 Y   o ------ V ^ ( r )2 “ ( ^  +  ^r (r ) ) 2 Jo J8=-er-eQd>(T) ^
-t r-Sr+eoH ) n Wt(r )
n = - 0 0 - "  J0=-Or-0o4>(r)
x T GRn( r , t -  r ) e m{d~ ^d (3 d r
= a lbqQ0l Y  [  [  <Kr )2“ — 7^ ^ V T ^ ~ r fT GRn{r,t -  r)
n= — oo o A = - 1  ^
x ein(*-*o*(TMMT))dwdr 
= a lbq0el Y  j  ^ t )2- —Q b^ TGRrn{r, t - r)emgr(r)
n= —oo
x { J  V l  -  u ^ - ^ ^ d u l  d r e ine
Hence,
T cRn ( r , 9 , t )
otlbqQ9l 7^r0(r)2-—^- ^ - T GRn(r, t - r)dr
othqodo f  ^ J ji (n 8 o 4 > (T ))n  ~ ^ TGRn(r, t -  r)e‘nMT>dre” " 
\  Jo n  i t
(7.46)
(n =  0)
(n ^  0) 
(7.47)
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7.3.2.3 Case Study for a R otating Race
Table 7.3: Bearing Parameters.
Ball element radius, rroi 1.873mm
Inner race mass, 0.0129kg
Rolling element mass, m roi 0.000215kg
Number of balls, n 40
Table 7.3 provides information on auxiliary bearing param eters to  calculate 
the effective inertia /  (Appendix D). This case study uses the same parameters 
and operating conditions given in sections 2.4 and Table 7.1. The same dynamic 
response of the normal contact force given by equation (7.34) is used. The inte­
grals (7.40) and (7.41) yield,
u b( t)  =
VfcmaxTbi I 1 C0SaW> 0 <  t  <  tp
IuJri
(7.48)
1, t  >  t .
The inner race angular velocity, is also bounded (0 < u>b < ft). The duration 
taken for the inner race speed synchronise with the rotor speed is






t  sin ujfkt, 0 <  t  <  t p and t n  < t p
(7.50)
t , t > t T
In reality, when contact ceases, the inner race angular displacement will not 
increase indefinitely since internal friction will be present. The following sections
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compare the time variation of the tem perature corresponds to various governing 
parameters.
(a) Contact Force (fcmax =  10-50kN)
Figure 7.18 shows the rotating speeds of the inner race corresponding to 
different contact forces. Frictional heating take place a t the contact surfaces when 
cjb < Q = lOOOrad/s. No heat generation occurs within the rolling regime when 
tjb = n . Figure 7.19 shows the time variation of the maximum tem perature at 
the inner surface of the bearing corresponding to different contact forces. The 
rotor speed fl = lOOOrad/s, coefficient of friction fi = 0.1 and the contact period 
is tp = 1ms. It is seen th a t little differences between the peak temperatures 
due to shorter heat dissipation period t^ as the inner race spins up faster with 
higher contact force (see figure 7.18). Meanwhile, it also decreases the to tal heat 
dissipation governed by the term  qo (£7 — Ub) /17 in (7.42), where u)b is given by 
equation (7.48).
(b) Rotor Speed (17 =  1000-3000rad/s)
Figure 7.20 show the time variation of bearing inner race speed corresponding 
to various rotor speeds. It is seen th a t higher rotor speed offers a longer period 






Rotor speed, £2 = lOOOrad/s
ll =  0 . 1
tn  for f =  lOkN t p =  1 msc m a x
-f  = 10kN
cmax
- f  = 20kN
cmax
- f  = 30kNcmax
- f  = 40kN
cmax
- f  = 50kNcmax
0.4 0.6
Time, t  (s) x 1 0
Figure 7.18: Time variation of inner race rotating speed corresponding to different 
contact forces.
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Figure 7.19: Time variation of temperature corresponding to different contact 
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Figure 7.21: Time variation of tem perature corresponding to different rotor speed, 
ft.
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(c) Coefficient of Friction
Figure 7.22 shows tha t the increase in the coefficient of friction reduces the 
heat dissipation period, fo. On the other hand, it also increases the maximum 
inner surface tem perature as shown in figure 7.23 due to the higher heat source 
applied to the inner surface.
(d) Simulated Operating Conditions
Identical operating conditions to those of section 7.3.1.5(e) are considered. 
Figure 7.24 shows the time variation of maximum inner surface tem perature 
corresponding to operating conditions P3, P6, P9, P l l ,  P12, P13 and P15, re­
spectively. The tem perature rises are lower than the fixed bush problem (figure 
7.15). Practically, the coefficient of friction for the contact of a rotor on a rolling 
element bearing is higher [5, 9], e.g. fi = 0.3 — 0.5. Two operating conditions 
th a t are likely to initiate localised melting are chosen (P l l  and P15) for further 
investigation. Figures 7.25 and 7.26 show a significant rise in inner surface tem­
perature by varying the coefficient of friction. The problem case of P15 with the 
rotor speed running at 3000rad/s, coefficient of friction /i =  0.5 when subjected 
to contact force f cmax — 40kN is noted. The surface tem perature rise exceeds 
the melting point of bearing stainless steel. Figures 7.27 and 7.28 shows the tem­
perature distribution of a rotating race subjected to f cmax = 10kN for a periodic 
tp = 1ms at t = tn and 0.2s respectively (fl =  lOOOrad/s, /i =  0.1). Note tha t 





Rotor speed, £2 = lOOOrad/s
/z =  0.1
11 =  0.2
/z =  0.3
fi =  0.4
[i =  0.5
-  lOkNcmax
t p =  lm s
tn  for fi =  0 . 1
0.4 0.6
Time, t  (s) x 10
Figure 7.22: Time variation of inner race rotating speed corresponding to different 
coefficients of friction.
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Figure 7.24: Time variation of inner surface tem perature corresponding to oper­
ating conditions P3, P6, P9, P l l ,  P12, P13 and P15.
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Time, t  (s) x 1 0 “3
Figure 7.25: Time variation of inner surface tem perature corresponding to differ­
ent coefficients of friction (operating condition P l l ) .
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Figure 7.26: Time variation of inner surface tem perature corresponding to differ­
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Figure 7.27: Temperature distribution in rotating inner race problem at time 
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Figure 7.28: Temperature distribution for rotating inner race problem at time 
point, t = 0.2s subjected normal loading of lOkN (fi =  lOOOrad/s, ji =  0.1).
7.4 Frictional Surface H eating - Steel Rotor and 
Bronze Bush Bearing
In this section, the temperature rise due to frictional heating induced 
by sliding contact of a steel rotor on a fixed bronze bush bearing is investigated. 
Table 7.4 shows the material properties of phosphor bronze (UNS C54400), which 
are used for the analysis.
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Table 7.4: Material properties of phosphor bronze.
P ro p e r tie s V alues
Density, pd 8890 kg/m 3
Modulus of elasticity, E 103 x 109 N /m 2
Poisson ratio, v 0.321
Thermal conductivity, k 87 W /m K
Heat capacity, cp 380 J/kgK
Typical melting point 1000 K
Thermal Expansion Coefficient, a e 17.3 x 10"6 K "1
7.4.1 Induced Heat Flux
Based on the analysis in section 7.2.2, the pressure distribution is given by 
equation (7.5). Using the contact force per unit length given by equation (7.9), 
the half-width contact patch can be written as (see equation (7.8)),
„2 _ 1 .. { f c m a x / l b )  , , . s 2 _  J2±( ±\ 2  /7 r i \
“  1 _  472 7tE*  ^ ' ~  ' (7-51)
where 7 is given by equation (7.7). Substituting equation (7.51) into equation 
(7.5) yields,
P(M) = 2/ z y w  ( S ! f £ ) 7 \ / a° ^ )2- * 2 {7-52)
The to tal heat flux induced due to Coulomb friction is,
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where ljs =  fi for a fixed bushing bearing. Taking x =  r^d,
q(et t) =  ( M l l f ) 7 j m ) 7 .  02 (7.54)
2f l*v/T T / 3 V  \ eo4>(t) - S J  v
equation (7.13) can be rearranged to give,
q{e' t ] = 90 - 01 (7-55) 
where, r r is the radius of the rotor andr& is the inner radius of the bushing. Also
fiE  rr(jjsVbi , .
Qo = --------; ■   (7.56)
2R-y/l + j32ii2
4 R* {fcmax/lb)
(1 -  4 r*)£Tr£1° \ l  fi -  (7-57)
Since the bodies have different material properties, the heat partition coefficient 
a  is modified according to equation (7.17). The heat flux into the bearing is
qb{6, t) = aq0 “  #2 (7-58)
Based on the data  given on phosphor bronze, 7 =  —0.0039. Figure 7.29 shows 




f  1 x 10
0.5 Time, t (s)
'o
Figure 7.29: Time variation of pressure distribution for a bronze bush bearing in 
contact with a steel rotor 7 =  —0.0039.
7.4 .2  S ta tem en t o f C on tact T em perature
The expression for half-plane terms is similar to tha t given in subsection
7.3.1.3. Using the convolution theorem, the first half-plane first term contact 
temperature is
Tch(r,  0 , t )
~bi(1+T;2 ~2r> cos(0 —0))
4*6(*-t) (7.59)
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Taking j3 =  60(I)(t )u ,
Tch(r ,9 , t )
albq0Ol [ l f 1 4>(r )2 r l( l+^ -2r,CQB(9-e0Hr)u))
    I I   • g 4Kb(t r)
27rkb J T=o Ju=_ 1 ( t  -  r )
X ( l ~ ~ )  ^  ~  u 2d u d r
The second half-plane term is 
Tch( r , 0 , t )
= f*  I* * ®  f ~ r fl(^)
2 i r k b J T=o J p = —Q0(f>(t) J v = 0
/  Oo(p(t) +  /?N 7
\ e0m - p )  V0o ^ ) 2- » ^
f ‘ r 1 ( * - T <P(r)2g { v )  c- r“ (1+’,3;.%” (l:fl,*<T)“>) 
27Tkb J r ^ J ^ - i J ^ o  (t - r - v )
x ( — V l — u2dvdudr  
1 — u J
The remainder function is




x ( S p I)
r t  r l
=lbOtqo0l /  /  0 ( r )2 ^  (r, t — r)
T—0 A = - l  n = _oo





7.4.3 Case Study for Contact of Steel Rotor on a Bronze 
Bush Bearing
Figure 7.30 shows the comparison of the maximum tem perature of the bronze 
bush bearing and stainless steel bearing subjected to contact force fcmax = 50kN. 
Higher heat diffusivity, /c, and lower heat partition coefficient, a , of bronze bush 
bearing induces lower surface temperature. The maximum surface tem perature 
rise corresponding to operating conditions P3, P6, P9, P l l ,  P12, P13 and P15 
are shown in figure 7.31. In general, it is seen th a t the tem peratures of each 
operating conditions are lower than the results evaluated based on the contact 
of rotor and bearing of same material (see figure 7.15). On the other hand, the 
results also show th a t the operating condition P l l  is likely to  initiate localised 
melting at the contact surface. From the comparison of figures 7.31 and 7.15, it 
can be seen tha t the bronze bush bearing is more suitable as an auxiliary bearing, 
giving lower tem perature rise and reduces possibility of localised melting when 
subjected to high contact forces and rotor speed.
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—  Bearing steel
—  Phosphor bronze^  600
Contact force, 
fcmax =  50kN 
n =  0.1





0 2 8 104 6
Time, t  (s)
Figure 7.30: Comparison of maximum surface temperatures of phosphor bronze 
bush bearing and bearing steel bush. Both subjected to a normal contact force 
fcmax = 50K.
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Time, t  (s)
0.008 0.01
Figure 7.31: Time variation of inner surface tem perature of a bronze bush bearing 
corresponding to operating conditions P3, P6, P9, P l l ,  P12, P13 and P15.
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7.5 Closure
The therm al solutions for a fixed bush and a rotating inner race contact 
problems have been developed. The contact for a rotor on a bearing of same 
and different materials were also considered. It was seen th a t any increase in 
contact force, coefficient of friction, contact period and rotor speed is associated 
with a rise of surface tem perature for fixed bush problem. On the other hand, 
variations of the peak tem perature were less for the rotating inner race problem, 
when the inner surface was subjected to higher contact forces, due to the shorter 
heat dissipation period. The thermal responses of the bearing corresponding to 
operating conditions derived from the dynamic analysis in Chapter 2 were also 
investigated. It was found tha t the system running a t high rotor speed, high 
coefficient of friction together with with high contact force is likely to  induce 
localised melting on the inner surface of an auxiliary bearing. The case study 
for a bronze bush bearing showed th a t it is more suitable as an auxiliary bearing 
resulting in lower tem perature rises.
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Chapter 8
Thermoelastic Analysis of a Single 
Dynamic Contact
8.1 Overview
This chapter focuses on the quasi-static therm al distortion of an auxiliary 
bearing when subjected to dynamic inner boundary heating arising from rotor 
contact. The rotor and bearing are considered to be made of same material, 
which means the sliding contact has a Hertzian pressure distribution. Two case 
studies are conducted, the first one is the therm al distortion of a rigidly mounted 
bearing and the second one is for a resiliency mounted bearing. The results 
are then applied in a practical manner to cases involving repeated contacts and 
synchronous rubbing. The manner in which thermoelastic growth could arise 
from repeated rubbing is indicated through a rubbing mechanistic model.
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8.2 Thermal Contact Displacement - Hertzian Con­
tact Pressure
Consider the inner surface of a stainless steel bush type bearing to be 
subjected to a heat source, qb, given by equation (7.19). Using the convolution 
theorem, the thermal deformation of the auxiliary bearing is
r t  rOo<j>(r)
u c( r , 0 , t )  =  lb /  qb(P ,T )u G(r ,6  -  p , t - r ) d f 3 d T  (8.1)
J t —O J (3 = —0o<I>(t )
where
u c(r, 6, t) =
ucr{r,6, t)
V c o (r ,0 , t )
uGr(r,0, t)  
vGe(r , 0 , t)
(8 .2 )
(8.3)
with uGr and vGq given by (6.73) and (6.74), respectively.
8 .2 . 1  Radial Displacement
W ith reference to the thermoelastic Green’s function for radial displacement 
given by equation (6.73), the general expression of the annular contact radial 
displacement can be written as
oo
V'cr(,T'i @i t) =  'U'chri.T'i  ^  ^ ^cRrniXi^j ^ )
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where ucb/r and uCRn are the half-plane and remainder function harmonics of the 
contact radial displacement, respectively. They are defined by
f t  f d 0<t>(T)
v>chr{r,Q,t) = k  /  qb{P,T)uGhr(r,6 -  f i , t  -  r )dpdr  (8.5)
J T —0 J P — — 0Q(f>(T)
f t  fOo<t>{T)
u CR r n ( r , d , t )  =  lb /  qb( P , r ) u GR r n ( r , 0  -  / 3 , t  -  t ) ( 8 . 6 )
J T = 0 J  (3= — 0q4>{t )
x e ^ - ^ d f i d T
8.2.1.1 Half-Plane Radial Displacem ent
Referring to equations (6.64) and (7.19), the half-plane contact radial 
displacement can be expressed as
2 a a cq0lb (1 +  v) f  f W r> /  e ~ ^
u ^ r ,  V, t ,  ■ {0  +  v )  ■ J T=Q ] p=_ ^ T) |
x J  “_T> es2dS  I x cos(9 -  /3 ) ^ < M t) 2 -  0 2d0dr  
The integration involves the term:
U (r,0, t )
= t  r w i ( R[‘-\s*dS\
J t=o Jp=-0o4>(t) V t  t y Jo J
= f  r  - ^ ( f e ^ ^ d s )
JT = 0  JP=-0o<t>(T) y / t  — T  \ J 0 J
x cos{6 — ft) yjQq(/)(t )2 — P2dpdr
where
(8.7)
x cos(0 -  0) J e l 4 >(t )2 -  0 2d0dr  (8-8)
•t f 0o<p(r) ^  f  /*!
r= P=-0q4 (t
D> ^  l + r ? - 1 r i m s { 6 - 0 )
R' =  T V  W ^ r )   (8-9)
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Changing the variable, (3 =  Oo<f>(t)u, gives 
Ir(r,Q,t)
e (! L ( t -  ( 1+7?2 ~ 2f? c o s ( f l - f l 0 ^ ( T ) u ) )
y j t  — T
(8 .10)
t = 0  Ju=—1 J y=0
x cos(0 — — u2dydudr
Thus the half-plane contact radial displacement reduces to
uchT(r,6 ,t)  =
npdCpy/KK (/3 + v)
2 5 ^ . £ ± 4 / r M ) t ) (8 .11)
8.2.1.2 Remainder Function for Radial Displacem ent
In a similar manner as for the thermal contact problem given in section
7.3.1.4, the remainder function harmonics of the radial displacement are
'U'cRrniX■> 9, t)
r t  r0o<t>{?) r—--------------------
=  otq0lb /  /  J 0q0(t)2 -  (32 uGRrn(r, 0 -  (3, t -  r)e in{e~p)d(3dr
J r= 0  J{3=—9q4>(t )




u GRrn{Xi  0  — u G rn{X > ^ G nannujug { r  i t ) )  u G h rn ( r > 0' a n n u l u s (8.13)
with UGvn and ug/i™ given by (5.39) and (6.67), respectively.
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8.2.2 Tangential Displacement
The general expression for contact tangential displacement is
oo
vce{r, 0, t) = vche{r, 0 , t ) +  ^  vcRen{r, 6, t) (8.14)
n=—oo
where vcho and vcRQn are the half-plane and remainder function harmonics of 
contact angular displacements, respectively. Here
r t  /•0O</>(t)
vche(r,6,t) = lb /  /  qb(P ,r)vGh0(r,0 -  (3,t -  r ) d p d r  (8.15)
J t —0 J /3=—0o</>(r)
/>£ r6o(t>(r)
vCR0n(r,0,t) =  lb /  qb(P,T)vGRen(r,6 -  p , t  -  t ) (8.16)y r=o y (3=—6q4){t)
Xj ”(<>-f»d0dT
8.2.2.1 Half-Plane Tangential Displacem ent
Referring to equation (6.71), the half-plane tangential displacement for the 
contact problem is
Vche(r,0,t) =
a a eq0lb (1 +  f )
npdCp^K (P +  v) 2y/R J T=0 Jp=_do4){T)
r t  r0o4>(T)
J T = 0 J  3= — 6nd)(T
(8.17)
x sin(0 — P) \ f 9 q(J)(t )2 — P2 > dp d r
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The integration involves the term:
I e ( r , 0 , t )
rt  reQ<j>{r) ± / 1 _  e ~ R % - T) \
J T= 0  J P = - 6 o <I>(t )  t  ~  T y  f t  ( t - T )  J
x  s in (0 — / ? ) y ^ 0 ( r )  — /32df3d r
f  r } — ( f 1 e - ^ ^ - ^ ^ d y )  (8 .18)
J t=0 JQ=-do<b(T) t — T \ J o  J
x  s in (0 — (3) J 6q4>(t) — (32d(3d r
e l  f  / 1 / 1 « r ) !
J r=0 J u = —1 J y —Q
~  4 n { t - r )  ( 1+ t?2 ~ 2t? C O s (0 -0 O</>(t)u))e
T h u s  it  y ie ld s
Vcw(r > 0  =  ry aeqblb . ^  +  V\ h { r ,  6 , t )  (8 .19)
27TpdCpK {/3 +  v )
8.2.2.2 Remainder Function for Tangential Displacem ent
T h e  e x p re ss io n  for th e  ta n g e n tia l  d isp la c e m e n t re m a in d e r  fu n c tio n  is d eriv ed  
u s in g  a  s im ila r  a p p ro a c h  as for th e  r a d ia l  d isp la c e m e n t re m a in d e r  fu n c tio n . I t  is 
g iven  by,
VcRB(r,0 , t )
1
a q o k  /  O%(f)(T)2v GR0n( r , t  -  r ) d r  (n  =  0) (8 .20)
Jt=0 "
aq0lb f  Ji(nOQ(f)(T))vGRon(r , £ -  r ) d r e mg ( n ^ O )
 ^ Jt=0 n
w h ere
v GR6n(r,  t )  =  v G6n (r , T Griarinulua (r , £)) -  uG/l(?n(r , £) (8 .21)
=  <
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with vcen and vchen given by (5.39) and (6 .6 8 ), respectively.
8.3 Case Study for Thermoelastic Contact Prob­
lem
The elastic properties of the bearing, input parameters and operating 
conditions used for the thermoelastic analysis are given in Tables 2.1, 3.1 and 
7.1.
8.3.1 Thermal Deformation of Rigidly M ounted Bearing
For a rigidly mounted bearing problem, the “initial” conditions (see section 
5.3.1.1) of ucm and vcen in equations (8.13) and (8.21) need to be used with the 
fixed bush boundary condition given by equation (5.61).
Figure 8.1 shows the time variation of the maximum radial displacements at 
the inner surface of the bearing subjected when frictional heating is induced at 
various level of maximum normal contact force at (r^O). The displacements are 
seen to have profiles that follow the transient temperatures (see figure 7.5). For 
the operating conditions shown, the peak displacement is close to 2.5/im (zz 0.5% 
of rotor and auxiliary bearing clearance, cr) when the maximum contact force is 
50kN. The time variation of the maximum surface deformations of the bearing 
corresponding to different operating conditions are shown in figure 8 .2 . Note that 
the operating conditions P l l ,  P13 and P15 would have caused localised melting 
during the contact (see figure 7.15). Figure 8.3 shows the inner surface thermal 
distortion at 10ms after bearing is subjected to fcmax =10kN for tp =  lms at a
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rotor speed =  lOOOrad/s. The radial displacement at t =  10ms and t =  Is are 
shown in figure 8.4. Positive displacement is noted in figure 8.4 at short time 
period due to compressive radial stress in the bearing (see figure 8 .8 ).
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Figure 8.1: Time variation of maximum surface thermal deformations correspond­











Figure 8.2: Time variation of maximum surface thermal deformations correspond­
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Figure 8.3: Inner surface distortion subjected to maximum contact force fcmax — 
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Figure 8.4: Inner surface radial displacement subjected to maximum contact force 
fcmax =10kN at t — 10ms, Is (tp = lm s, fi =1000rad/s and // =0.1).
8 .3 .2  R esilien tly  M ou n ted  B earin g
A resiliently mounted bearing is considered to be subjected to a similar 
heat flux distribution, q^ . In determining the ucm and vcen of the remainder 
function of equations (8.13) and (8.21), the resiliently mounted “initial” condition, 
c™s, given by equation (5.73) needs to be used. The two governing parameters, 
Xr and xe are assuming to be similar as given in section 5.5.2.2, where Xr = 
3.45 x  1013N/m 3 and Xo =  5 x  10n N /m 3.
Figure 8.5 shows the time variation of maximum inner and outer boundaries 
deformation corresponding to various maximum contact forces. It is seen that 
the outer boundary expands radially inwards initially (figure 8 .6 ). For longer 
time, the bearing would eventually heat up and starts to expand both radially
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inwards and outwards, which can be seen in figure 8 .6 . The comparison of the 
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Figure 8.5: Time variation of maximum inner and outer boundaries deformations 
corresponding to different maximum contact force, f CTnax (/^  =  0.1, O = lOOOrad/s 







Time, t  (s)
Figure 8 .6 : Time variation of maximum thermal deformations at inner and outer 
boundary corresponding to maximum contact force, f cm ax =  lOkN ( / 1 =  0.1, 
0  =  lOOOrad/s and t p =  1ms).
x 10
_  1.2
 Resiliency mounted problem ( r = r^.)
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of surface displacement corresponding to different bound­
ary conditions. (f cm ax  = 10kN, yu =  0.1, Q = lOOOrad/s and t p  =  1ms).
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8.4 Thermal Stresses
The method proposed in this section uses the converged results from the 
thermal contact analysis to determine the temperature and temperature gradient, 
which are required for the thermoelastic state-space solution (5.62). Firstly, the 
temperature is converted into a Fourier series expansion using
Tcn(r, = T‘(r-e’ t)z~inSde
Then, the temperature gradient dTcn(r)/dr is evaluated using the finite differ­
ence method (see section 6 .4.3.2). Substituting Tcn and dTcn(r)/dr into the ther­
moelastic state-space solution as an input element in the input vector (equation 
(5.36)) enables results to be obtained.
The accuracy of the stress results are highly dependent on the meshing 
of the thermal model, particularly for short timescale analysis. A finer mesh 
is required near the subsurface region where the heat flux is applied. However, 
finer meshing is always associated with an increase in computational time. On 
the other hand, coarse meshing introduces numerical errors when evaluating the 
temperature gradients. The advantage of this approach is that it allows conve­
nient analysis of problems corresponding to different stress boundary conditions, 
but subjected to the same temperature distribution. This has the advantages 
over the curve fitting technique that is required to store the remainder function 
as an array for a specific stress boundary condition.
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8.4.1 Rigidly M ounted Bearing
Figure 8 .8  shows the radial stress distribution in the stainless steel bear­
ing bush at 10ms after being subjected a maximum contact force of lOkN with 
duration 1ms. The stress free inner boundary is evident while the outer bound­
ary is under tensile loading. Figure 8.9 shows the shear stress field in the body 
subjected to the same input conditions at t — 10ms. High Von Mises stresses are 
noted at the subsurface region and close to the location where the heat source 
is applied (see figure 8.10). These are governed mainly by the hoop stress in 
the body as shown in figure 8.11. When the heat diffuses through the body, it 
changes the stress distribution. Figure 8.12 shows the radial stress distribution 
of the bearing at t =  Is when subjected to similar operating conditions. It is 
seen that the radial stress distribution at the outer boundary changing from be­
ing tensile to compressive. On the other hand, high Von Mises stresses are now 
found to be closer to the outer boundary (figure 8.13).
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Radial Stress (N/m ) 
x 1 0 6
0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
x (m)
Figure 8 .8 : Radial stress field in a rigidly mounted steel bearing at t =  10ms 
(Q =  lOOOrad/s, fcmax =  10kN, n =  0.1 and tp =  1ms).
Shear Stress (N/m ) 
x 1 0 6
0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
x (m)
Figure 8.9: Shear stress field in a rigidly mounted steel bearing at t  =  10ms
(fi =  lOOOrad/s, f c m a x  =  10kN, /i =  0.1 and t p =  1ms).
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0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
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Figure 8.10: Von Mises stress field in a rigidly mounted steel bearing at t =  10ms 
(f2 =  lOOOrad/s, fcmax =  10kN, [l =  0.1 and tp =  1ms).
x 1 0 -3
Hoop Stress (N/m ) 
x I07
0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
x (m)
Figure 8.11: Hoop stress field in a rigidly mounted steel bearing at t  —  10ms
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Radial stress field in a rigidly mounted steel bearing at Is (fl = 
^cmax — 10kN, ji — 0.1 and t p — 1ms).
x 1 0 -3
Von Mises Stress (N/m) 
x 1 0 6 
10
0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
x (m)
Von Mises stress field in a rigidly mounted steel bearing at Is (12
fcm a x  — 10kN, [ i  = 0.1 and t p  = 1ms).
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8.4.2 R esiliently  M ounted  B earing
Figure 8.14 shows the radial stress in a resiliently mounted steel bearing 10ms 
after being subjected to inner surface heating. It is seen that the outer boundary 
is under tensile loading, but the stress level is lower than for the rigidly mounted 
problem. The shear stress distribution of the bearing subjected to similar oper­
ating conditions is shown in figure 8.15. Meanwhile, the Von Mises stress (figure 
8.16), which is dominated by hoop stress (figure 8.17). is seen to be localised at 
the subsurface region close to the location where the heat source applied. For 
longer times, the bearing would eventually experience radial compressive loading 
since the bearing would expand radially outwards (figure 8.18). High Von Mises 
stress (figure 8.19) is seen to be located in two different regions for the resiliently 
mounted problem at longer time in contrast to the rigidly mounted problem. In 
general, the stresses of the resiliently mounted bearing were found to be lower 
than for the rigidly mounted bearing.
x 10 - 3
<
Radial Stress (N/m ) 
x 10 6
0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
x (m)
Figure 8.14: Radial stress field in a resiliently mounted steel bearing at 10ms
(S2 - lOOOrad/s, / cmax = lOkN, // =  0.1 and t p  =  1ms).
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Shear Stress (N/m ) 
x 1 0 6
0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
x (m)
Figure 8.15: Shear stress field in a resiliently mounted steel bearing at 1 0 ms 
(£7 =  lOOOrad/s, fcmax =  lOkN, fi =  0.1 and tp =  1ms).
Von Mises Stress (N/m ) 
x 1 0 7
0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
x (m)
Figure 8.16: Von Mises stress field in a resiliently mounted steel bearing at 10ms
(0 =  lOOOrad/s, f cmax  — 10kN, /z =  0.1 and t p  = 1ms).
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0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
x (m)
Figure 8.17: Hoop stress field in a resiliently mounted steel bearing at 10ms 
(fi =  lOOOrad/s, fcmax — 10kN, /x =  0.1 and tp =  1ms).
Radial Stress (N/m ) 
x 1 0 4
____ i____ A . i i ,____
0.018 0.02 0.022 0.024
x (m)
Figure 8.18: Radial stress field in a resiliently mounted steel bearing at Is ( f l  —
lOOOrad/s, f c m a x  —  10kN, /x =  0.1 and t p  =  1ms).
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Figure 8.19: Von Mises stress field in a resiliently mounted steel bearing at Is 
(f2 =  lOOOrad/s, fcmax =  lOkN, fi =  0.1 and tp =  1ms).
8.5 Assessment of Surface Growth Due to R epeated 
Contact and Forward Rubbing
It has been shown in chapter 2 that the dynamic response of a rotor making 
contact with an auxiliary bearing may involve bounce and rub type motions. 
There is also experimental evidence that the same point on an auxiliary bearing 
may experience repeated and persistent contact [99]. The fact that points on 
the inner surface of the auxiliary bearing may experience repeated contact means 
that significant thermoelastic deformation may occur.
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8.5.1 R epeated Contact at the Same Point
Consider a rigidly mounted auxiliary bearing experiencing repeated contact 
from a rotor at a frequency that in synchronous with the rotational speed Cl. Thus 
a contact event will occur with a time spacing of ts =  2tt/CI. For the example 
cases considered in chapter 2, the resulting radial displacement at 9 =  0 arising 
from a single event are shown in figure 8.1. Typically, the radial displacement 
rises to a maximum during the contact period, then decays after loss of contact. 
For the first contact the initial radial displacement at t =  0 is ucr(r^ ,0 ,0) =  0. 
However, this becomes itcr(fw,j 0, (j — l)£s) at the start of the nth contact event. 
Thus the thermoelastic growth at the contact point will depend on the number of 
contact events together with the contact force and period. Taking the distortion 
at the instance when the heat is removed, the deformation is ucr(r^, 0, tp). The 
total deformation at (r^, 0 ) after n contacts is
n
=  u^ ( r fc> 0 ’_  ^  +  1p) (8-22)
3=1
For the example considered, the nominal radial clearance of the auxiliary bearing 
is Cr =  5 x 10~4m. Table 8.1 shows the number of contacts that may be sustained 
until the thermoelastic distortion exceeds 50% of the available clearance for a 
range of operating parameters. These results are based on the period of contact 
tp =  1ms. It is seen that fewer contacts are required for higher synchronous speed 
and contact force to achieve 50% of cr . This condition would be reached in the 
worst case of Table 8.1 after 171 ts =  0.34s.
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Table 8.1: Number of contacts that may sustained until the thermoelastic distor­
tion exceeds 50% of cv.
fcm ax  (kN) f I (rad/s) Number of contacts, n
1 0 1 0 0 0 2423 (approximation)
2 0 1 0 0 0 1107 (approximation)
30 1 0 0 0 805
40 1 0 0 0 662
50 1 0 0 0 571
1 0 2 0 0 0 945
2 0 2 0 0 0 483
30 2 0 0 0 362
40 2 0 0 0 302
50 2 0 0 0 264
1 0 3000 510




8.5.2 Therm oelastic Growth Arising from Synchronous For­
ward Rub
When a synchronous forward rub develops, each point on the inner surface 
of the auxiliary bearing experiences a heat input. Consider a case in which a 
forward rub is initiated at 6  =  0. Every cycle of the synchronous rub through 
6  =  0, the surface deformation will increase. To assess the scale of the problem, 
a simple rubbing model is developed. For a rub condition,
<f>(t) =  1 (8.23)
In addition, the heat source is moving at a synchronous speed ft with moving 
angular position of 6 m = fit. In this section, investigations of both thermoelastic
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and thermal responses of the inner surface subjected to forward rubbing are 
undertaken.
8.5.2.1 Statem ent of Thermo elasticity
The radial contact displacement components for the rubbing problem are
r t  rQo+Om
Uchr{r, 0,t) = lb I / qb(/3 -  0m, r)uGhr(r: 0 -  ( 3 , t -  r)dpdr (8.24)
JT= 0 Jj3—-dQ-\-6m  
r t  r6o+Qm
uCRrn(r, 0,t) =  lb /  qb(/3 -  em, T)uGRrn(r , 0 -  P , t - r )  (8.25)
J T= 0 «/ 6 = — 0n+0m■— J0— 0 ^n
x e m  ( S - 0 ) d p d T
The Ir from equation (8.11) becomes 
Ir(r,6 ,t)
2 f  f 1 [ l e ^ ^ { l W ~2rtcos{d~6Qu)~dm) (g 26)
0 J T=0  J u = -  1 7y=0 y / t ~ T
x cos( 0  — ^o^) V l — u2dydudr
The remainder function harmonics of radial displacement are 
'U'cRrni.T'> )^
/•* 2
t o o /  ~nOluGRrn{r,t -  r)dr (n =  0 ) (8.27)
J T — 0 "=  < %
f  Ji(n6 0 )uGRrn(r, t -  r)d rem(0_0m) (n 7  ^ 0)
v J T=0 71
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8.5.2.2 Statem ent of Temperature
The general expression of the contact temperature for the rubbing problem 
becomes (see equation (7.21))
r t  rdo+dm
Tch(r ,0, t )  =  lb / qb( P - 0 m , T )  (8.28)
J T=0 J  (3= — 0n-\-9mr p -0 o + 0 r
x T Gh( r , 6 -  j 3 , t -  T)d/3dT
r t  r0O+6m
Tch{r, 0, t) = lb /  qb( P - 0 m ,T )  (8.29)
Jt—0 JP——6o+0m
xTG/l(r, 6 -  (3, t -  r)d(3dr
r t  rOo+dm
TcRnannuius{'r,@it) = lb I I Qb(P 7") (8.30)
J  T—0 J  ft—— 0o~\~0m
xTGRn^ ml„,(r, t -  T)em(e~p)d0dT
The half-plane temperature is 
Tch(r, 0 , t )
m h f l n B 2 r 1 1 rg i ( l+ 7 ,2 -2T7co8(fl-tf0 t* - f lm ))
=  albqo°° /  /  1 e ----- ----------------   (8.31)
2TTkb J T=o (t -  r)
x 1 — u2dudr 
The second term of half-plane temperature is
Tch( r , 6 , t )
m h n n Q 2 f 1 / ‘f - T  n f v )  r 2 ( l +T,2 -2 T ,c o s (0 -0 o u - 0 m ) )
=  - albq°Vo /  /  /    e ----- ------ 4Kfr(t—T—v)-------- 1 (8.32)
2?rkb JT=0 7U=_1 Jv=0 (t - r - v )
x V l — u2dvdudr
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and the remainder function harmonics are
TCRn{r,6 ,t)
lbaq0 J  )^tdlTGRn{r, t - r)dr (n = 0) (8.33)
k a q o  [  — Ji (n O o )T GR n ( r , t -  r ) d r e m (0_0m ) ( n  ^  0 )
J t = 0  71
8.5.2.3 Case Study for Forward Rubbing Problem
Consider a rotor to be undergoing a forward synchronous rub with steady 
contact force around 15kN and a speed Q — lOOOrad/s (see figure 2.7). Assuming 
the heat input starts from 9 =  0 at t =  0 and moves in +0-direction. The contact 
arc induced by the contact force is 290 and the contact period over the point 
9 =  0 is 20o/fh  The synchronous period is 27r/f), and each repeated cycle of heat 
input may be considered by a superposition argument. Figure 8.20 shows the 
time variation of maximum surface temperature and radial displacement when 
the bearing is subjected to forward rub contact. It is noted that the surface 
displacement increases steadily. In addition, it is also to be deduced that the 
bearing would melt before the surface displacement reaches 50% of cv. This 
implies that temperature would be the dominant factor for bearing failure. Based 













Figure 8.20: Time variation of surface temperature and maximum surface radial 
displacement when subjected to synchronous forward rub (fCmax — 15kN, \± =  0.1 
and £1 =  lOOOrad/s).
8.5.3 The Growth of a Small Surface Imperfection
Consider the case of an initial imperfection that is to be equivalent to that 
caused by a Hertzian stress distribution of
p(0) =  P o^ d  -  6  -  ed < 6  < 0d (8.34)
where Q& is the half-width angle of the imperfection. Thus the equivalent surface 
distortion at O' =  (r^,0) is [17]
r2 G2
UrO ~  (8 -3 5 )2R*
Figure 8.21 shows the expected time variation of the contact force fcmax 
at O'. The compressive loading is applied at the edge 6  = —6 d initially. As 
the rotor sweeps along the surface, the bump is compressed flat and the heat
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dissipation is similar to the rub contact with </>(£) =  1. The rotor then passes 
completely over the imperfection and the contact force decays to zero until the 
next contact event. Assuming instantaneous strain recovery ensues upon removal 
of compressive loading, the surface distortion would be uro +  ucr{ru, 0 , ts) at the 
instant prior the 2nd contact event. To assess the scale of the problem, a simple 
model is used to investigate the growth rate of the imperfection.
The term 6 0 in equations (8.4-8.13) is now replaced by d& for this particular 
problem. However, the contact period over the point O' becomes 2 {0& +  #o)/^> 
where 9q is the half-width angle arc corresponding to the contact force fcmax =  
15kN. Figure 8 .2 2  shows the growth rate of the imperfection ducr/d t \UrQ = 
Ucr b^i, 0 , t s) / t s corresponding different half-width angle of the bump 6 d/0 o with 
different synchronous speeds. It is seen that the larger the width 6 d gives rise to 
higher surface deformation due to longer heat input periods. Moreover, higher 
synchronous speed leads to higher imperfection growth rate. Although not in­
cluded in the results, the constant rub deformation of the type given in previous 
section may also be superimposed.
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Figure 8.21: Time variation of contact force experienced at O' =  (r^,0) when 
a small imperfection is swept over by a rubbing rotor. (A) Compressive load 
is applied from the edge 6  = — 6 4  when t = 0. (B) Rotor fully compresses the 
imperfection at 2 dj / f l ,  and undergoes rubbing with <p(t) =  1. (C) Compressive 
load is removed from the edge 9 = — 6 4  at 20o/fh (D) Loading is totally removed 




—  £2 = 1000 rad/s 
■*— £2 = 2000 rad/s 





Figure 8 .2 2 : Surface growth rate of the imperfection at O' corresponding to 
different sizes Q^ .
8.6 Closure
An investigation has been undertaken to study the thermoelastic response of 
a bearing subjected to inner surface heating due to rotor/bearing contact. Two 
types of boundary problem were considered, namely, for a rigidly mounted bear­
ing and a resiliently mounted bearing. The approach to determine the stresses 
in the bearing used the dynamic contact temperature distribution evaluated in 
Chapter 7 together with the state-space displacement solution from Chapter 5. 
An assessment was also carried out to investigate the thermoelastic growth in­
duced by repeated rotor contact and synchronous rubbing. It was noted that the 
surface deformation grows and the rate is dependent on the synchronous speed 
and the contact force. In addition, a comparison was made between the surface 
temperature rise and the surface deformation. It was found that the rise of the 
surface temperature may be more significant than the surface deformation. A 
simple model was the used to investigate the growth rate of a small imperfection
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when subjected to rubbing contact.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Research
Research has been undertaken into the development and application of 
Green’s functions for thermal and thermoelastic contact problems between a ro­
tor and auxiliary bearing in an AMB system. The rotor dynamic interaction 
of the auxiliary bearing during contact induces localised heating. The transient 
thermal Green’s functions for hole and annular problems were developed. The 
Green’s functions, which were expressed in direct Fourier series form, are poorly 
convergent as t —> 0. This meant that they are not suitable for accurate rep­
resentation of short timescale localised contact problems. A remainder function 
concept was therefore introduced to improve the the convergence of the thermal 
Green’s functions by utilising the half-plane solution in Fourier series form. The 
remainder function yields the correct boundary conditions that are not satisfied 
by the half-plane solution.
The thermoelastic responses associated with temperature rise in an elas­
tic annulus were investigated. A general solution for the thermoelastic annular 
problem was developed using a state-space technique. Solutions were developed 
corresponding to rigidly mounted and resiliently mounted outer boundary prob­
lems. A state-space solution method was used with the Green’s function temper-
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ature distribution and found to be poorly convergent as t —> 0  because it inherits 
the singular nature of the thermal Green’s function. A thermoelastic remainder 
function was used to improve the convergence.
The Green’s function solutions were applied to several contact problems. The 
heat source was developed based on Hertzian and non-Hertzian contact together 
with Coulomb friction. Three types of heat source were considered, namely, for 
a spinning steel rotor interacting with
(a) a fixed steel bush
(b) a free to rotate steel inner race
(c) a fixed bronze bush
It was found that the inner bearing surface temperatures could rise rapidly over 
a short time period. The operating parameters evaluated from a rotor dynamic 
analysis were utilised. The results showed that the contact involving a high speed 
rotor is likely to initiate localised melting if the contact force is high enough. 
However, lower surface temperature rise was noted in the bronze bush contact 
problem due to its high diffusivity and lower heat partition coefficient. Hence, 
the bronze bush bearing is more suitable as an auxiliary bearing comparing to 
stainless steel bush bearing.
For the quasi-static thermoelastic contact problem, two boundary problems 
was investigated when subjected to Hertzian contact pressure, namely, for rigidly 
and a resiliently mounted bearing. An alternative approach was introduced to 
evaluate stresses in the bearing using the results from the thermal contact analy­
sis. This approach was found to be convenient in analysing problems correspond­
ing to different stress boundary conditions. Investigations were also conducted 
to assess the bearing surface deformation when subjected to repeated and cyclic
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rubbing contacts. It was found that higher synchronous speed and contact force 
leads to higher surface imperfection growth rate. The mechanistic model showed 
that the surface temperature rise is an important issue for assessing failure in a 
rubbing contact problem.
In conclusion, the following suggestions are made:
1. For a given rotor speed the maximum contact force should be limited to 
avoid high contact temperature and thermoelastic growth.
2. The contact forces may be reduced by using softer resiliently mounted ma­
terial with a high damping coefficient (to decrease the contact period).
3. Rubbing contact over long time period should be avoided, say by appropri­
ate magnetic bearing control.
The following issues are suggested for future research:
• Conduction between bearing rolling elements and bearing/housing - It was 
assumed that the bearing outer surface was adiabatic in the thesis. How­
ever, conduction will take place between the bearing and rolling elements 
or the bearing and housing.
• Thermal instability - The thermal and thermoelastic problems are coupled 
to give the temperature rise associated with the change of the contact area 
during the contact.
• Impact force of rotor - When a rotor drops onto the bearing, the impact 
force will initiate compressive loading of bearing internal components.
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•  The rotor dynamic simulations indicate tha t multiple contacts are possible 
around the bearing. It would be an interesting area to investigate the 
therm al and thermoelastic responses of the bearing subjected to multiple 
and distributed contact events.
•  Consider a three-dimensional analysis to cover the profiled bearings and 
skewed contact.
• Assess the thermoelastic distortion of the rotor.
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Appendix A
Inverse Laplace Transform for 
Circular Hole Problem.
Based on equation (3.13) deduced in Chapter 3, the complex inversion 
formula is
1 2k r  






Figure A .l: Bromwich contour for inverse Laplace transform with branch cut 
along the negative x-axis.
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Along BD, let s = /■vu2e7™and \ J s / k = X — ven^ 2. The integration along BD 
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Similarly, along the line HJ, the integration is carried out with negative phase, 
where s = Kv2e~m. Hence,
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Since e —> 0, z  —> 0, from [96, pg 375],
K'n(z) = —K n+1(z) + —K n(z) 
z
Equation (A.6) can be reduced to,
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Inverse Laplace Transform for 
Annulus Solution
Introduction of an angular ratio 7 during the inversion process eliminates 
the possibility of the contour integration being carried out through the singular 





Figure B .l: Bromwich contour for inverse Laplace transformation of annulus 
solution. The angular ratio 7 , must be chosen less than unity to bypass the 
singularities along the negative x-axis.
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The summation of these two terms gives,
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For n = 0 and taking e = 0, the integration reduces to,
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For n  ^  0, the integration reduces to zero. Therefore, the Fourier coefficient can 
be w ritten as,
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Reduction of Half-Plane Vertical 
Displacement Integration
The following calculation is the work by Professor Barber, who personally 
delivered the transcript electronically. It simplifies the integration of the half­
plane vertical displacement, uy in [71] with infinite integrating limit. Define,
F{B!) =  f
J   I







we can integrate equation (C .l) by parts, giving,
F (R ’) = + / S ( S - R ' ) dS (C.3)
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The first term  is zero, therefore,
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/ '(R 1) =  f
J  — I
(iir!)





Integrating the right hand side by parts, we obtain,
/wn- H I(5  -  /P) / -oo ( S - i P ) (C .ll)
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Once again, the first term is zero and equation (C .ll) reduces to,




-0 0  ( S -  R ' )
(,S - K  + R ')e~s2
oc ( S -  R') d S
/ oo roo p ~ S 2
j " dS+2R' L w ^ ) dS
rQO 1
=  2^  -  2R 'f(R ')  +  2R' J  ,s _ R I)dS  
The last term  of equation (C.12) is negligible as,
M s - t f i n o - o
Hence,
f (R ')  = 2 ^ - 2 R ! f ( R )
& f(R ')  + 2R !f{R ') = 2 ^
Taking the homogeneous part of the equation,
f ' ( R ’) +  2 R !f(R ')  =  0 
Solve the differential equation to give
f (R ')  =  Ae~R'2 
Solve the inhomogeneous equation, by writing








which is a multiple of the homogeneous solution. Differentiate equation (C.17), 
giving,
f ( R ')  =  g '(R ')e -R'2 -  2R fg(R ')e-R'2 (C.18)
Substituting equation (C.17) and equation (C.18) into equation (C.14),
g'(R)e~R2 = 2v/tr (C.19)
Integrating with respect to R \  gives,
rR!
g(R') = 1 \fn  /  es dS  + B  (C.20)
Jo
Based on equation (C.9) and equation (C.17) we can deduce th a t B  = 0. Thus,
f (R ')  = 2s fc e -R'2 f  es*dS + A e ^  (C.21)
Jo
Since /(0 )  =  0, A  =  0. Finally from equation (C.8), we have,
F (R ')  =  =  2V y *  j *  eS2d S  (C.22)
and,
F l W  = n j n  = ^ f a es>dS
U ’ TT V i R 'J o
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Appendix D
Effective Inertia of Combined Race 
and Rollers
Consider a deep groove auxiliary bearing with a full complement of balls. The 
contact with normal loading of f c take place at the angular position of 6 = 0 and 
corresponding frictional force is f i fc. Figure D .l(b) shows the (normal,tangential) 
tractions acting on the j th ball as (Gj, F j)  are action forces from inner race while 
( G ^ F ? )  are tractions from outer race. Sliding always take place at ball-ball 
contacts and the contribution from the (j  — l ) th ball is (Hj,  fj,roiHj)  while from 
the (j  +  l ) th ball it is (Hj+i, fj,roiH j+i). The outer race is assumed to be fixed 
and the inner race is free to rotate. For a rotating race, the rollers and inner race 
inertia can be calculated based on the following approach: (a) Formulate bulk 








Figure D.l: (a) Cross section of bearing and rotor and (b) Forces acting on j th 
ball
D. l  Inner Race Motion
The inner race angular acceleration is governed by,
n
h ^b  = ruv fc  - n F j  (D .l)
j =i
where n  is the number of ball elements, /& is the inertia of inner race and Fj
is the friction force between the outer boundary of the inner race and j th ball
element.
D.2 Ball Motion (Rolling/Circulatory Without Cage)
Individual ball rotational motion is governed by,
I r o l^ ro l j  =  Trol \_Fj +  F ®  — f l roi ( H j  +  H j + 1)] (D.2)
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where F, H  are the frictional and interaction forces on j th ball. Radially, the 
balls are constrained to follow a circular path so tha t
^roliTbo T  ^rol)^cj == ^ j  ^ j  Frol(Ffj Hj+1) (D.3)
where G °  and Gj are the normal forces as shown in figure D .l. The circulatory 
angular acceleration for a single ball is governed by
ICjUCj = rboF j -  (rbo +  2rrol) F °  +  (rbo +  rroi) (Hj -  Hj+l) (D.4)
where
ICj ~  TriroliXbo “I” ^rol) (D.5)
D.3 Bulk Motion Equations
The equation involving ball motions may now be summed over all balls. This 
applied to equations (D.2) to (D.5) results in the system,
h^b  = rtnfifc -  n o F 1 (D.6)
n Iroiu)roi = r roi(F 7 +  F °  -  2firoiH) (D.7)
nmroi^ho +  rrol)u 2c = G ° -  G1 (D.8)
Icu c =  r ^ F 1 -  ( +  2rroi) F °  (D.9)
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where





3 = 1 3 = 1




II 3 = 1 j=i
1 "
^rol — ^   ^^rolj 
j=1
1 "
> = /  ^cj
j =i
1 n 
- 2  1 2
; ^  = n ^ Ucj
3= 1
Note th a t the interaction forces between ball element cancel out while summing 
up the forces and moments in equations (D.8) and (D.9).
D.4 Rolling Condition Kinematics
Assuming th a t all balls have the same rotational velocity u roi, the kinematic 
relations th a t apply are




Qc =  “W rr°l (D.12)
D.5 Modified Inner Race Equation of Motion
Using equations (D .ll)  and (D.12), the equations (D.7) and (D.9) become,




2(^6o T  frol) 
Removing F ° ,  yields,
=  n o F 1 -  (rbo + 2rroi) F o
(1 +  2s )n Iroi Ic \  . ( f r  (1 + 2s) h
+  , / i  , \ 9  )cob = rbo[ F 1 -  . -fLroiH
(1 +  s)4s2 4(1 +  s)2 J  00 V (1 +  5)
where s = rroi/rb0. Eliminating F 1 term  using equation (D .l) gives,
T , (1 +  2s )n I roi t I c \  . _  j. (1 +  2s)
6 +  (l +  s)4s2 + 4(1 +  S) V " 6 -  11 (1 +  s + r0‘
The effective inertia of combined rollers and inner race is therefore,
t _  (  t . (1 +  ‘2s)nIroi  Ic \
V (1 +  «)4s2 4(1 +  s )2 J
where h  =  m br'fxj, fToi =  \m Tolrlol and Ic =  m ro((rto +  r rol)2.
(D.14)
(D.15)
(D.16)
(D.17)
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